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ABSTRACT

The shift of the microprocessor industry towards multicorearchitectures has placed a huge burden

on the programmers by requiring explicit parallelization for performance. Implicit Parallelization

is an alternative that could ease the burden on programmers by parallelizing applications “under

the covers” while maintaining sequential semantics externally. This thesis develops a novel

approach for thinking about parallelism, by casting the problem of parallelization in terms of

instruction criticality. Using this approach, parallelism in a program region is readily identified

when certain conditions about fetch-criticality are satisfied by the region. The thesis formalizes

this approach by developing a criticality-driven model of task-based parallelization. The model can

accurately predict the parallelism that would be exposed bypotential task choices by capturing a

wide set of sources of parallelism as well as costs to parallelization.

The criticality-driven model enables the development of two key components for Implicit

Parallelization: a task selection policy, and a bottleneckanalysis tool. The task selection policy can

partition a single-threaded program into tasks that will profitably execute concurrently on a

multicore architecture in spite of the costs associated with enforcing data-dependences and with

task-related actions. The bottleneck analysis tool gives feedback to the programmers about

data-dependences that limit parallelism. In particular, there are several “accidental dependences”

that can be easily removed with large improvements in parallelism. These tools combine into a

systematic methodology for performance tuning in ImplicitParallelization. Finally, armed with the

criticality-driven model, the thesis revisits several architectural design decisions, and finds several

encouraging ways forward to increase the scope of Implicit Parallelization.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation: The Need for Parallelization

The microprocessor industry is entering a new era. For the past decade or so, computer architects

have been able to successfully convert the additional transistors made available by Moore’s law

into useful performance. This has been achieved through wider pipelines, out-of-order execution,

and aggressive speculation accross branches. However, these techniques face severe roadblocks to

providing further improvements in performance. The roadblock to scaling these techniques arise in

the form of higher power requirements, diminishing improvements in performance, and circuit

complexities. Some have referred to these barriers as the power wall, the ILP (Instruction Level

Parallelism) wall, and the complexity wall [1].

In response, the industry has made an about turn over the lastfew years and is now moving towards

multicore architectures comprising simpler rather than more complex cores [2]. The hope is that

applications can profitably take advantage of parallelism to utilize extra cores for improvements in

performance. However, expliticly parallelizing applications is a hard problem and places a huge

burden on the programmers. It requires programmers to make ajudgement as to where parallelism

lies in their applications such that it can be profitably be utilized to deliver performance. Next,

programmers need to correctly parallelize their applications to obtain an equivalent parallel

application. This can be complicated by unanticipated data-dependences that might exist between

seemingly unrelated regions of the program, not enforcing which might introduce subtle errors.

Finally, performance debugging a parallel code is also challenging since new issues like false

sharing, lock contention, load imbalance, overhead of tasking, etc. might swamp any benefits of

parallelism. All of these can be hard challenges especiallyfor large applications where a single

programmer might not have an understanding of the entire code base.
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The responsibility of manually parallelizing applications is at odds with the current approach that

has served programmers well for a long time. The traditionalapproach for application

development most commonly used has been to write sequentialapplications and rely on the

architecture to find instruction-level parallelism “under-the-covers”, while externally presenting

sequential semantics. Moore’s law meant that with each new generation, microprocessors got

faster and could exploit more ILP. Thus, the same program used to automatically perform better

with each new generation of processors.

Programmers would like the trend of automatic scaling of performance with new generations of

microprocessors to continue. Such a separation of concernskeeps programming simple and allows

it to be accessible to a wide audience. At the same time, it enables programmers to achieve high

performance on their applications without having to worry about architecture-related most of the

times. The multicore era threatens to disrupt this tradition and cause a huge hit to programmer

productivity. In other words, there is a disconnect betweenthe requirements on the programmer

side and trends in the architecture side.

1.2 Implicit Parallelization as a Potential Solution

This thesis explores a solution to the above-mentioned disconnect that would allow programmers

to continue writing applications following the sequentialprogramming model, but reap the benefits

of additional cores through under-the-covers parallelization. This thesis refers to such an approach

as “Implicit Parallelization”. Figure 1.1 illustrates theobjective of Implicit Parallelization.

This approach offers the promise of maintaining programmerproductivity by allowing

programmers to keep writing single-threaded applications. At the same time, it would deliver high

performance by automatically and implicitly parallelizing the application into tasks that can

execute concurrently on the available cores. Thus it would continue the hugely successful tradition

of hiding parallelization details from programmers. This parallelization is to be carried out while

preserving the sequential semantics, so that correctness and ease of debugging would not be

compromised. Finally, the parallelization system can automatically tailor the parallelization for

characteristics of the underlying architecture (which canvary quite a bit). This frees up the

programmer from worrying about architecture-specific issues like granularity of parallelism.
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Figure 1.1: The high-level objective of Implicit Parallelization.

1.3 Challenges to Implicit Parallelization

Implicit Parallelization is not without its challenges. Tthe approach has previously been explored

by several researchers and for several years under various guises such as automatic parallelization

and speculative parallelization. Limit studies suggest huge potential for such approaches.

However, most previous research prototypes have demonstrated modest potential on sequential

benchmarks while adding significant complexity to hardware(and potentially middleware such as

compilers, etc). This is because implicit parallelizationon multicore architectures is a much harder

problem than under-the-cover parallelization for Instruction-level Parallelism (ILP) on superscalar

architectures. There are challenges at multiple layers: atthe architecture-level as well as the

application-level.

At the application level, the parallelization needs to be carried out while preserving application

semantics. This requires respecting application control-and data-dependences while parallelizing

it. Enforcing these dependences accross tasks running on different cores typically introduces a

large amount of cost to the parallelization process. This cost can have a huge bearing on the

performance of Implicit Parallelization approaches. Therefore, applications should be partitioned

into tasks that yield high performance in spite of these costs. This is hard because static

dependence analysis is hard. Offline tools might not even know of the existence of all

dependences. Even if dependences are known, the costs associated with dependences can vary and

depend upon many dynamic effects such as cache misses and mispredicted branches. Optimal
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partitioning into tasks is a hard problem, and good heuristics are needed.

In addition, there are significant challenges at the level ofthe architecture. Modifications have to

be made to the base multicore architecture. These are neededto perform task spawns and merges

internally, enforce inter-task data-dependences, manageinter-task data communication, and ensure

correct execution semantics. Trade-offs need to be made between hardware complexity and

performance.

1.4 Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis approaches challenges in Implicit Parallelization from a new direction, by casting the

problem of parallelization in terms of instruction criticality. This new approach enables

quantification of trade-offs previously understood qualitatively, and naturally unifies several

previously used heuristics for finding parallelism into a single framework. This allows the thesis to

to improve upon the performance of previous attempts in several aspects of the problem.

Figure 1.2: An application-centric Implicit Parallelization flow.

Building upon this new approach, this thesis develops a flow for Implicit Parallelization of

programs. This flow develop a systematic methodology for obtaining high performance through
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Implicit Parallelization of programs. The thesis developstools for parallelizing applications as well

as for performance debugging that form key components of this flow. A programmer for whom the

initial best-effort parallelization carried out by the system doesn’t perform sufficiently can use

these tools and iterate over the flow to tune the application until performance goals are met. The

flow is illustrated in figure 1.2.

As mentioned above, the key insight in this thesis is the application of concepts of instruction

criticality and critical path analysis to the parallelization problem. This is used to develop a

criticality-driven model of implicit parallelization. The model has several applications. It can be

used to make quantitative predictions about the parallelism exposed from different task choices. It

is a key ingredient of the task-selection phase. A task selection policy developed based upon this

model significantly outperforms previous work in this area.

The criticality-based model is also used in the applicationbottleneck identification phase of the

flow. This thesis finds that the application bottlenecks to parallelism in form of data-dependences

fall into two categories: accidental dependences and essential dependences. Accidental

dependences can be easily removed through standard transformations such as reassociation, or

through calls to better (more parallelizable) library functions. Removing essential dependences, on

the other hand, requires rethinking the algorithm and potentially trading-off output quality with

performance.

In addition to the above flow, this thesis also revisits the architectural decisions made by most

Implicit Parallelization systems. This includes decisions about the granularity at which parallelism

will be extracted, techniques to manage data-dependences,and the impact of limiting cores.

Results shows encouraging directions to move forward.

1.5 Roadmap

This thesis deals with the challenge of Implicit Parallelization of applications. As described above,

a one-step approach is unlikely to always lead to success. Rather, a systematic flow is developed

that allows iterative refinement of the application until performance goals are met. The thesis is

broadly organized along the lines of the parallelization flow described.
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1.5.1 Part I: Identifying and Quantifying Parallelism

The first part of the thesis deals with the problem of identifying parallelism in applications.

Chapter 2 defines parallelism in terms of a dependence graph in a way that naturally unifies several

different heuristics for parallelism proposed in literature (such as Memory-Level Parallelism or

MLP, Branch-Level Parallelism or BLP, Data-Level Parallelism or DLP, etc.). Chapter 3 describes

two types of dependence graphs described in literature. These can be used to represent program

execution and for finding the program critical path. The chapter also describes some applications

of critical path analysis from literature.

Chapter 4 develops the treatment of parallelism further fortask-based parallelization by

approaching it from an instruction-criticality perspective. It describes the relationship between

potential for parallelism and fetch-criticality of instructions. In particular, whenever instructions

are fetch-critical in a region, there might be potential forimproving performance by spawning a

task in that region provided a set of conditions are met. These conditions are developed into formal

rules for the existence of exploitable parallelism. The chapter also describes how Fields’

dependence graph model [3] for finding instruction criticality in superscalar execution can be

extended for an Implicit Parallelization architecture.

The first part concludes with chapter 5 that develops the insights of chapter 4 into a quantitative

model to predict the expected parallelism from spawning a potential task. The chapter validates the

model by comparing the predictions from the model with the measurements from a prototype of a

4-core Implicit Parallelization system.

1.5.2 Part II: Extracting Parallelism

The second part of the thesis deals with the challenge of improving parallel performance by

spawning tasks in an Implicit Parallelization system. The Implicit Parallelization system used in

this thesis belongs to the class of “Speculative Parallelization (SP)” architectures because it can

speculate on ambiguous data-dependences (typically memory-based) and recover if a speculation

failed. The particular system used in this thesis is named “Polyflow”. Polyflow has several features

that differentiate it from other research SP systems. Chapter 6 describes the Polyflow architecture

in some detail. Chapter 7 describes related work in ImplicitParallelization of applications,
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including task-selection strategies used previously.

Chapter 8 describes the task selection strategy developed in this thesis. The strategy build upon the

task benefit estimation model developed in chapter 5. This task selection strategy is compared to

task selection policies used in previous work and is found tosignificantly outperform them because

it is built on top of a better parallelism estimation model, and because it considers containment

relationships between tasks in addition to individual taskbehaviors.

1.5.3 Part III: Bottleneck Identification and Removal

Finally, the third part of this thesis steps back and takes a look at the broader picture of Implicit

Parallelization, both from the architecture side as well asfor applications. Chapter 9 presents

another application of the criticality model on the application side. It analyzes several benchmark

applications and realizes that frequently, applications in their current form are not very amenable to

parallelization. But a few tweaks can sometimes greatly enhance the scope of parallelization. In

particular, there exist several “accidental dependences”which can be easily removed without

causing much change to application behavior, but with greatimprovements in parallel performance.

The chapter develops a tool, called SPARTAN, which can automatically find the important

data-dependences that limit parallelism and also quantifythe importance of each bottleneck.

Chapter 10 does the analysis in the architecture side. It finds that while Implicit Parallelization has

high performance potential, some of the constraints imposed by current research prototypes

severely limit the performance potential. Examples include the restrictions on task sizes that

prevent exploitation of parallelism at large granularities. On the other hand, some of the other

decisions like restricting task spawning to be in-order (asopposed to the more relaxed out-of-order

spawning) don’t matter as much in terms of performance whilecutting down on complexity. This

suggests encouraging ways forward to expand the scope of Implicit Parallelization.

Finally, chapter 11 draws conclusions and gives some final remarks on this work.
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PART I

IDENTIFYING AND QUANTIFYING

PARALLELISM
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CHAPTER 2

AN UNDERSTANDING OF
PARALLELISM

The microprocessor industry has recently moved away from the trend of higher performance

through ever increasing clock speeds and wider pipelines and towards multiple (usually simpler

and slower) cores. This has made it increasingly important for computer architects and software

developers to deliver high performance by exploiting parallelism in applications. In response,

researchers have explored various parallelism-enhancingarchitectural techniques and software

transformations.

Several opportunities for parallelism have been identifiedand given different names. Section 2.1

summarizes some of these “heuristics” for finding parallelism. While these heuristics are useful to

focus on specific opportunities, they can also end up limiting the scope of parallelization

techniques since designers might target only a subset of these heuristics and miss out on other

opportunities for parallelism. The ultimate goal is to improve performance, therefore

parallelization techniques should target parallelism in general.

With this as motivation, sections 2.2 and 2.3 formalize a wayof approaching parallelism that

naturally unifies the different heuristics, in terms of the “dependence graph” representation of

program execution. Parallelization techniques also typically create a performance trade-off since

there are costs involved to exploiting parallelism. Section 2.4 describes how the above treatment of

parallelism can be used to evaluate this trade-off quantitatively to design parallelization techniques

and policies.

2.1 Heuristics for Parallelism

Parallelism might be exploited at a fine granularity, as low as the level of a few individual

instructions. This is commonly referred to as instruction-level parallelism (ILP). Examples of ILP
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Figure 2.1: Some heuristics proposed for finding task level parallelism.

techniques are multiple (potentially duplicate) functional units and out-of-order execution.

Multiple functional units allow several independent instructions to execute simultaneously rather

than wait on just one execution unit. Out-of-order execution allows simultaneous execution of

multiple non-consecutive independent instructions within a fixed-sized window even when some of

the intermediate instructions might be waiting for their producers to complete.

Parallelism can also be exploited at coarser granularity bydividing up the sequential execution of

the program into chunks of instructions, and by (partly or completely) overlapping the execution of

these chunks, commonly referred to as “tasks” or “threads”.These tasks can run in parallel on

multiple processors of a multiprocessor or a multicore architecture, or different hardware threads

of a multithreaded processor. These tasks can help achieve higher throughput than possible with a

single stream of execution. This form of parallelism is the primary focus of this thesis, and will be

referred to as Task-Level Parallelism (TLP) in this thesis.

Several opportunities for TLP have been identified in literature. Terms such as data-level

parallelism (DLP) have been coined. Data-level parallelism occurs mostly in loops where the same

piece of code executes on a large amount of data. Other irregular task-level parallelism is said to

exist where a sequential execution can be separated into multiple tasks that can execute

concurrently. Note that these tasks might not be completelyindependent, in which case the

inter-task dependences must be enforced for correctness.

Other opportunities for TLP are created by dynamic events such as instruction and data cache

misses and mispredicted branches, which cause single execution streams to achieve only a small

fraction of the peak throughput allowed by the processor. Heuristics to spawn tasks to take

advantage of memory-level parallelism (MLP) [4] and branch-level parallelism (BLP) [5] have
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been proposed to improve performance when these events are prevalent. Further, parallelism might

occur in regular structures like loops, as well as in irregular forms.

2.2 Dependence Height and Program Completion Time

Another way of approaching parallelism is by thinking of program execution in terms of a

“dependence graph”. Given an application program that executes on a given input data and a

processor architecture, there are a set of application dependences that must be enforced. These are

the control-dependences (from a branch to instructions control-dependent on the branch) and

data-dependences (from an instruction that produces data to instructions that consume the data)

enforced by the architecture. Note that for a particular kind of architecture, these enforced

dependences may be a subset or a superset of the “true” control- and data-dependences. For

example, with control speculation and value prediction techniques, some of the true control- and

data-dependences can be removed. On the other hand, some “false” dependences such as anti and

output data dependences, and extra control dependences might be enforced by the architecture.

These enforced control- and data-dependences constrain the earliest time by which the program

can possibly hope to complete. This earliest time is determined by the longest chain of

dependences (both control and data) in the program trace, bytaking the sum of the minimum

latency (again a function of the type of architecture) required for each operation in the dependence

chain. It is referred to asdependence heightof the program.

However, an actual processor implementation enforces several other constraints (dependences)

besides the application control- and data-dependence constraints. These constraints come from

limited resources, bandwidth constraints, and other architectural restrictions on program execution.

Examples are limited buffer sizes, in-order fetch and retirement of instructions (due to

Von-Neumann design), possibly in-order execution, etc. Inaddition, instructions might take much

longer to execute than their minimum required latencies. This might be due to limited bandwidth,

limited cache sizes, etc.

Constraints such as those described above cause the application completion time to typically be

much longer than the dependence height. That is,the achieved dependence heighton an actual

processor can be much longer than theminimum dependence heightdue to architectural, resource
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and bandwidth constraints [6]. Such additional constraints (dependences) delay instructions that

could have otherwise completed much earlier (when constrained only by control- and

data-dependences). Also the achieved dependence height might be longer than the minimum

dependence height because instructions might take longer to execute than their minimum required

latency (cache misses, etc).

The execution of the program then can be visualized as a graphwhere nodes can represent

individual operations and directed edges represent dependence relationship between two

operations. For example, Lam et. al [7] represented the execution of each instruction for a given

program trace as an individual node, and edges between nodescapture the true control- and

data-dependence constraints. Edges are labelled with the minimum latency for that operation. The

dependence height can be computed by finding the longest chain of dependent nodes where the

length of a chain is given by the sum of edge latencies on that chain. Fields et. al [3] describe a

graph representation that can model, in addition to the truecontrol and data dependence

constraints, several other architecture-imposed constraints as well. They refer to the longest

dependence chain as the “critical path” of program execution. Further details of these dependence

graphs will be presented in chapter 3. The next section givesa definition of parallelism in terms of

such a “dependence graph” structure.

2.3 Parallelism to Reduce Achieved Dependence Height

Speeding up program execution from its current performanceon a given processor architecture

requires reducing the achieved dependence height. There can be two ways to achieve this

reduction:

• Reduce the latency for some of the operations on the longest dependence chain.

• Break some of the edges on the longest dependence chain so that the resulting longest

dependence chain is shorter in length.

The first category captures techniques like higher clock speed for the processor and/or memory,

larger caches (to convert previous misses into hits therebyreducing latency), etc. It can also

include techniques like software/hardware prefetches. These techniques keep the structure of the
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dependence graph intact (or almost intact), but still manage to reduce the dependence height (and

thereby the program completion time) by cutting down on the latency of some of the operations, in

particular, some of the operations on the longest dependence chain.

The second category of the techniques speed up program execution by removing some of the

constraints (edges) were previously sequentializing operations on the longest dependence chain.

These techniques therefore allow these operations to startexecuting concurrently where previously

they had to execute sequentially, thus reducing the length of the previously longest dependence

chain. These techniques, therefore, exploit the potentialfor “parallelism” in the application.

Broadly, parallelism refers to the ability to reduce the achieved dependence height by removing

some of the previously imposed sequentializing constraints (dependences) on execution. This

removal of constraints allows the architecture to perform previously dependent (or transitively

dependent) operations in “parallel”, that is concurrently. Since a given set of operations have to be

completed to complete the overall program, parallelism allows these operations to be finished

earlier than before by allowing concurrent execution. Exploiting parallelism therefore can lead to a

increase in performance by reducing the achieved dependence height.

2.3.1 Techniques to Exploit Parallelism

Opportunities for parallelism can be created in the following ways (among others):

• Program transformations to remove previously enforced control- and data-dependences

while preserving semantic behavior.

• Architectural designs that remove/modify some previouslyenforced constraints that caused

sequentialization.

• As a special case, additional bandwidth and resources that allow instructions waiting on

resources to start execution earlier than before. Or else, smarter resource allocation policies

that make better use of the available resources.

Several program transformations can achieve the effect of removing control and data dependences

for parallelism. Loop unrolling removes the control-dependence upon loop-branch for several

instructions. Techniques like renaming, privatization, etc. can remove previously imposed
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data-dependences. Explicit parallelization into threads/tasks can remove control-dependences (and

possibly data-dependences) that previously sequentialized different regions of the program, to

exploit “Task-Level Parallelism (TLP)”. If the threads/tasks are iterations of a loop operating on

the same code but on different data values, this has been referred to as “Data-Level Parallelism

(DLP)”.

Architectural design techniques can relax some of the dependences that limit the achieved

dependence height. Out-of-order execution removes the constraint of sequential issuing of

instructions (i.e. a dependence from each instruction’s issue to that of the next one), and takes

advantage of “Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP)” in theprogram. Control-speculation for

correctly predicted branches can remove previously imposed control-dependences due to those

branches. Similarly, correct value prediction can remove previously imposed data-dependences, as

can techniques like renaming of registers and memory. Otherarchitectural techniques have been

proposed to overlap the penalty of cache misses by breaking dependences that sequentialize them,

and have been placed under the category of “Memory-Level Parallelism (MLP)” techniques.

Larger number of resources can also reduce the achieved dependence height because limited

resources can create dependences between otherwise unrelated operations. For example, a larger

scheduler means that otherwise ready instructions that were delayed because they could not find a

slot in the scheduler can now start execution earlier.

2.3.2 Trade-Offs in Exploiting Parallelism

Several architectural and software techniques have been proposed to exploit parallelism in

applications for high performance. However, these techniques can also introduce extra costs in

other aspects of a program’s execution that did not exist earlier. The costs might be due to:

• The extra hardware resources required by the architecturaltechnique, which might be

associated with extra power consumption, area requirements, design complexity, etc. In

addition, these might lead to increased clock cycle time which could increase dependence

height by slowing down some (or maybe all) operations on the longest dependence chain.

• Architectural parallelization techniques might relax/remove some dependence constraints

but introduce new ones. In addition these might also increase the latency of some operations.
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For example, control speculation can remove control-dependences when successful, but can

add a misspeculation penalty to the fetch time of the correctbranch target when it fails.

• Software parallelization techniques might create new costin terms of additional operations

or introduce new control and data-dependences.

The costs associated with a parallelization technique therefore introduce a performance trade-off

that governs the profitability of the technique in improvingperformance. The trade-off might be

hard to reason about qualitatively, since the benefits and costs can vary depending upon application

behavior. Qualitative approaches are usually required to judge the value of a proposed

parallelization technique. Further, some parallelization techniques can be selectively applied only

to a few chosen regions of the program. In such cases, a policyis needed to decide where the

technique should be applied. Success depends upon the ability of the policy to incorporate the

parallelization cost-benefit trade-offs in its decision process.

2.4 A Quantitative Approach to Parallelization

In terms of a dependence graph, a parallelization techniquecan reduce the dependence height by

breaking some dependence constraints that previously existed on the longest dependence chain. In

other words, parallelization can potentially reduce the execution time by removing some of the

edges on the program critical path (since critical path is simply the length of the longest

dependence chain). On the other hand, a parallelization technique can also add new nodes and

edges elsewhere in the graph as well as increase some edge latencies, and the resulting critical path

might turn out to be worse off than the original one. Therefore parallelization techniques should be

applied when the performance trade-off is in its favor.

The treatment of parallelism developed in this chapter can be used as a quantitative approach to

evaluate the performance trade-off for a proposed parallelization technique to decide if it could be

worthwhile, as well as to design decision policies to decidewhere it is most profitable to

parallelize. The approach would be to estimate the impact ofthe parallelization on the height of the

dependence graph (i.e. length of the program critical path), and use this to decide if the

performance trade-off favors parallelization.
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The advantages of this approach can be manifold. First, it can capture all “forms” of parallelism

since it doesn’t differentiate between them. Second, with awell-chosen dependence graph

representation, this analysis can be much quicker but stillquite accurate compared to actually

prototyping the parallelization technique. Finally, if a policy is required to decide how to

parallelize, there can be a large space of choices available, and evaluating each choice by actually

parallelizing can be computationally expensive.

The following chapters will show, for the case of implicit task parallelization, how this approach

allows a quick and accurate exploration of this space. The quick exploration is made possible

because parallelization perturbs the dependence graph in only a few places (few edges

added/removed/modified) and the rest of the graph remains unaffected. This enables a very quick

estimation of the reduction in dependence height (or critical path length) because of the proposed

parallelization. The accurate exploration is possible because this approach finds parallelism “in

general” rather than being limited to specific heuristics.
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CHAPTER 3

CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS OF
PROGRAM EXECUTION

Chapter 2 described a quantitative approach to parallelism. One of the requirements to approach

parallelism quantitatively is a model of program executionthat can capture different constraints

under which the execution proceeds: both application-level and architecture-level. This chapter

describes some of the models that have been developed in literature and their use in understanding

and designing parallelization techniques.

Section 3.1 describes the abstract model used by Lam et. al [7] to explore the impact of different

techniques to handle control flow on parallelism. Lam’s model is quite optimistic because it

incorporates the effect of only application control- and data-dependences. However, parallelism is

affected by architectural factors as well and Lam’s abstract model fails to capture those constraints.

Section 3.2 describes Fields’ model [3] of program execution. The model is more detailed than

Lam’s model. In addition to control- and data-dependences,it can capture several other type of

architectural dependences that constrain program execution on superscalar architectures. A critical

path analysis of program execution using this model can provide valuable insights about the

bottlenecks to performance. Critical path analysis in one form or another has been used for

analyzing and designing parallelization techniques in several systems. Section 3.3 describes some

applications of critical path analysis from literature.

3.1 Lam’s Abstract Model of Parallelism

Lam et. al [7] did a limit study on traces of several benchmarkapplications to understand how

different ways of handling control flow in applications impacts the achievable parallelism. The

study was motivated by the huge disparity reported between limit studies for aggressive

out-of-order superscalar processors that speculated across branches such as the one conducted by
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Wall [6], and the upside potentials for dataflow height studies assuming no constraints from control

flow on performance (i.e. perfect branch prediction).

Lam’s study started with a naive base model that imposed a control-dependence from a branch to

all future instructions, and explored the impact of the following three improvements:

1. Speculation (SP): This removes true control-dependences from branches whose outcome can

be predicted to future dependent instructions.

2. Control-dependence (CD): This removes the dependence from a branch to future

control-independent instructions, thus freeing up instructions control-independent of a

branch from having to wait for that branch’s execution.

3. Multiple Flow (MF): This allows the ability to pursue multiple flows of control, and

therefore multiple branches can be executed simultaneously (as allowed by CD and SP

constraints).

The study evaluated several models of execution that combined the above techniques in different

ways. Examples were base, SP, SP+CD, SP+CD+MF, CD+MF, etc. In order to estimate the impact

of these techniques on parallelism, the study constructed adependence graph representation of

program execution for each model of execution considered. Nodes in the graph represented

execution of individual instructions. Edges between nodesrepresented two kinds of dependences:

• True data-dependences in the program: Only true producer - consumer data dependences

were represented. Anti- and output- dependences were eliminated (both register and

memory) to capture the impact of renaming techniques. In addition, some true dependences

were also removed to account for compiler optimizations. These included dependences such

as those from stack pointer updates, loop index and induction variable updates.

• Control dependences: Call and return dependences were removed in all models to account

for inlining transformations. The machine models differedin the control dependences

enforced as described above.

Each edge in the dependence graph was labelled with a unit latency. The study built a dependence

graph for each combination of the three techniques for handling control-flow. For each such graph
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built, the dependence height gave the length of the longest chain of dependences in the graph, and

therefore the minimum completion time for the abstract model represented by the graph. While the

study didn’t use the term, the longest dependence chain is basically the “critical path” of program

execution on the machine model. The study found that the SP-CD-MF point enabled orders of

magnitudes higher amounts of parallelism than possible in an aggressive superscalar processor (the

SP configuration). The SP-CD-MF represents an optimistic upside potential of parallelizing the

application in its given form on a multicore architecture.

3.2 Fields’ Model of Superscalar Execution

Lam’s study is a good quantitative approach to evaluating the impact of different techniques for

handling control flow on parallelism. However the model is too abstract and focusses only on

control and data dependences. It doesn’t incorporate the effect of architectural constraints which

have a large role in determining performance. Fields et. al [3] developed a dependence graph

representation for program execution on superscalar processors that captures several architectural

constraints in addition to control and data dependences. The model is described here.

3.2.1 Program Dependence Graph

Fields, Rubin, Bodı́k (FRB) developed a dependence graph [3] that can represent the constraints

imposed by a superscalar architecture on the execution of anapplication trace. The dependence

graph is a directed graph induced on the trace of committed program instructions. Note that the

trace contains only instructions that are eventually committed, so the incorrectly fetched (or

squashed) instructions are not included in the trace.

Each instruction is represented by three nodes, to capture the flow of the instruction through

various stages of the superscalar pipeline. The first node (labeled “F”) represents, in addition to

fetchof the instruction, its decode, address generation, renaming and dispatch. The “E” node

represents (out-of-order) issue andexecutionof the instruction. The “C” node represents

instructioncommit.

Graph edges represent dependences/constraints on execution. Table 3.1 summarizes the different

dependences enforced in the model. Figure 3.1 illustrates the different types of dependence edges.
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Figure 3.1: Explanation of dependence edges in FRB representation of program execution.

Name Constraint modeled Edge Comment

FF In-order fetch Fi−1 → Fi Instructioni cannot fetch beforei − 1.
EF Failed Speculation Ei−1 → Fi Instr i − 1 is a misspeculating instruction

(mispredicting branch/load, etc).
CF Finite reorder buffer size Ci−r → Fi Instr i cannot fetch before instri−r com-

mits,r is the size of the reorder buffer
FE Execution follows fetch Fi → Ei An instr cannot execute before it has

fetched.
EE Data dependences Ej → Ei Instr j produces an operand ofi.

EC Retire follows execution Ei → Ci An instr cannot retire before execution.
CC In-order retirement Ci−1 → Ci Instr i cannot retire beforei − 1.

Table 3.1: Edges in the superscalar Program Dependence Graph.

Data-dependences are captured throughEE edges, from theE node of producer to those of

consumer instructions. These can include true data-dependences as well as other

architecture-imposed data-dependences (such as anti- or output-dependences if the architecture

doesn’t rename instructions).

Several edges model microarchitectural constraints. For an instruction, fetch precedes execution,

which in turn happens before commit. Thus, within each instruction, there is aFE edge, and an

EC edge. Additionally, in a superscalar processor, all instructions are fetched in-order, so aFF

edge flows between successive instructions. Likewise, in-order retirement of instructions leads to a

CC edge from an instruction to the subsequent instruction. Theprocessor’s reorder buffer contains

only N instructions so the processor must stall the fetch unit whenever there are more thanN

uncommitted instructions. Thus there is aCF edge from each instruction to theN th succeeding

instruction in the trace.

Enforced control-dependences are represented by aEF edge from theE node of the branch to the

F node of the succeeding instruction, and therefore transitively to all future instructions, since
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Figure 3.2: An example of a Program Dependence Graph for superscalar execution.

there is anFF dependences between all successive instructions. For processors that speculate past

branches, thisEF dependence exists only from theE node of the mispredicted branch to theF

node of the succeeding instruction, representing the correct target. This is because the execution of

a mispredicted branch causes the machine to roll back state,and restart fetching from the correct

target. A similarEF edge can represent other misspeculation events as well, such as memory

dependence violation due to out-of-order execution of loads with respect to producer stores.

3.2.2 Edge Latencies

Each graph edge is labeled with the latency induced by the dependence. This captures the

minimum latency that a dependent operation has to wait afterthis operation has started. In

addition, the edge latency captures the impact of resource contention as well. So, for example,EE

edges are labeled with the instruction’s latency through the functional unit (FU) as well as the time

that the instruction had to wait to issue because the required FU was not available and was

allocated to other instructions.

Branch misprediction (EF ) edges from the Execute nodes of the branch to the Fetch node of the

succeeding instruction are labeled with the number of cycles between the branch waking up and

the fetch unit being restarted at the correct target. This can be quite large for deep pipelines [8]

since a large number of instructions in the intermediate pipeline stages might need to be squashed
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and there can be a long delay to warm up the pipeline.

Edges may also be labeled with a 0 latency. For example, some machines can fetch multiple

instructions in a single cycle. The Fetch to Fetch edges between instructions fetched in the same

cycle are labeled with 0 latency, while Fetch to Fetch edges from the last instruction fetched in a

cycle to the first instruction fetched in the next cycle are labeled with a 1-cycle latency. Figure 3.2

shows an example dependence graph with labeled edges.

3.2.3 Timestamp Assignment and Last-Arriving Edges

Given the dependence graph with edges labelled by latenciesas described above, each node in the

graph can be assigned a timestamp. The timestamp representsthe earliest time when the incoming

dependences on the node allow the node’s execution to proceed. This can be done using Wall’s

efficient algorithm for trace-based microarchitectural simulation [6]. For each incoming edge at a

node, an “arrival” timestamp can be associated with that edge by taking the time associated with

the producer node and adding the assigned edge weight. This represents the earliest time that the

particular incoming dependence upon the node could have been satisfied given the modeled

constraints. The timestamp associated with a node is then the maximum of the times calculated for

all of its incoming dependence edges. This represents the idea that each node of each instruction

may not start its action until all of its dependences are satisfied.

In particular, the incoming edge with the largest associated timestamp is called thelast-arriving

edge. If two edges arrive at a particular node at the same time we arbitrarily choose one of them as

the last-arriving edge. Note that the graph of last-arriving edges is fully connected, contains every

node, and forms a tree. This is because the graph is acyclic and each node has as a parent the

predecessor node that produced the last-arriving edge. Thepath through the tree from the start

node to any particular descendent represents the longest path to that node.

3.2.4 Program Critical Path

The dependences enforced by an architecture decide the program running time. In particular, the

longest chain of dependence edges in the graph (when weighted by edge latencies) represents the

earliest possible completion time of the program on that architecture, and is also referred to as the
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Figure 3.3: A Superscalar Program Dependence Graph with critical path highlighted.

critical path of program execution. Because of the structure of this graph, the critical path is

guaranteed to flow from theF node of the first instruction in the trace to theC node of the last

instruction. Therefore,the longest path from the Fetch node of the first instruction to the Commit

node of the last instruction represents thecritical path of the program [3]. One the timestamp

assignment has been done, the critical path can be easily found by following the last-arriving edge

from theC node of the last instruction until theF node of the first instruction is reached.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the critical path for the dependencegraph of figure 3.2.

An instruction is said to becritical if any of its three nodes is on the critical path through the

program. An instruction is termedfetch-critical if its fetch node is on the critical path. An

instruction isexecute-criticalif its execute node is on the critical path (but not fetch node). An

instruction iscommit-criticalif only its commit node is on the critical path.

3.2.5 Slack and Tautness Analysis

Only a subset of the nodes and edges in the dependence graph lie on the critical path. For the

remaining nodes and edges, a useful characterization is theamount of slack on them.The slack on

a dependence edge is the number of cycles by which the edge canbe delayed without affecting the

program completion time.The slack on a node in the graph can be defined similarly. Note that by

definition, the nodes and edges on the critical have no slack.
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Tune et al. [9] proposed a metric calledtautness. The tautness of an instruction is the maximum

number of cycles that the execution time might be reduced by executing that instruction earlier.

Tautness can be similar defined for a dependence edge. This isa useful measurement because it

quantifies the maximum payoff (in cycles removed from the execution time of the program) of

applying an optimization to an instruction. It is a good measure the dominance of the critical path,

if there is a large amount of tautness on a critical edge, it means that the next longest path (that

doesn’t include the edge) is at a large distance from the current critical path, and any parallelizing

transformations that break/speed up this dependence will lead to a large improvement in

performance.

3.3 Applications of Critical Path Analysis

Critical path analysis is a useful technique for bottleneckanalysis. This thesis has been directly

influenced to a large degree by the work of Fields et al. [3, 10,11]. However, the area of critical

path analysis is quite old and has been built on a large body ofwork. This section tries to

summarize the development of critical path analysis, and give more depth on some of the relevant

work in this direction.

The notion of critical path is useful for computing the minimum time required to complete a set of

tasks in the presence of inter-task dependencies, and whereeach individual task requires a certain

amount of time to complete. The set of tasks can be visualizedthrough a graph with each node

representing a task, a directed edge going from each task to the task that depends upon it and

labelled with the latency equal to the time to complete the producer task. The critical path is the

longest path in this graph. The length of the critical path gives the minimum amount of time

required to complete the set of tasks, and each task on the critical path cannot be delayed without

impacting the overall execution time. This concept was formalized in the 1950s [12] in the US

Navy. A closely related concept is the notion ofslack, which measures the amount of delay that

can be tolerated by a task without affecting the overall completion time.
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3.3.1 Critical Path Analysis for Superscalar Processors

The concept of critical path has been used in the area of computer architecture to understand

program behavior on an underlying out-of-order superscalar processor and identify instructions

that are critical to performance. Initial work focussed on long-latency load instructions, and

heuristics to identify the loads that were critical to performance [13–15]. Calder et al. [16] used the

longest data-dependence chain in the instruction window toapproximate the critical path. Tune et

al. [17] used heuristics such as monitoring unexecuted instructions at the head of reorder buffer to

identify critical instructions. Fields et al. [3] showed how to find the critical path for superscalar

execution as described before. In later work, Fields et al. used their dependence graph to measure

instruction slack information [10], and interaction cost [18] that helps quantify the importance of

different bottlenecks.

Critical path information has also found useful applications in superscalar processors to drive

resource allocation decisions. It can be used to reduce the power consumption of instructions that

are not on the critical path [19, 20], to direct non-criticalinstructions to slower functional

units [10], and to drive steering decisions in clustered machines [21].

3.3.2 Critical Path Analysis for Parallel Systems

The notion of critical path has also been used to understand the execution of parallel programs on

multiprocessor systems, both for shared-memory as well as message-passing systems. An early

work on analyzing the critical path based on execution history of parallel programs was done by

Yang et al. [22]. That study constructed a Program Activity Graph (PAG) to capture the program’s

execution. The graph represented computation within a parallel process, and communication

between processes for send and receive operations. The critical path is computed to be the longest

path in the PAG, and the study explored both centralized or distributed approaches to this

computation.

However, efficient computation of critical path information is a challenging problem, since the size

of PAG is proportional to program length. Hollingsworth [23] describes how to efficiently track the

contribution of a set of specified procedures to the overall critical path length. The approach is to

instrument communication events, as well as the events corresponding to entering and leaving of
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specified procedures, and thus keep track of the longest pathand procedure-specific statistics at

each thread. This approach requires a low space overhead, leads to performance slowdowns in the

range of 3-10 percent, and can be applied to message-passingand shared-memory programs. In

addition, the study describes a technique called critical path zeroing, which bounds the

improvement in performance from optimizing a given procedure.

Li et al. [24] adapt Fields’ dependence graph for instruction execution on shared-memory

multiprocessor systems built from in-order processors, and show how to compute the critical path

and slack information from this graph.

3.3.3 Critical Path Analysis for Speculative Multithreading

Critical-path information has been used to drive policies in speculatively multi-threaded

processors. Nagpal and Bhowmik [25] add latency to non-critical load instructions that might

otherwise cause inter-thread data misspeculation. Tuck etal. [26] used a task level, rather than

instruction level, dynamic criticality analysis to drive task scheduling for speculative

multi-threading. Fields [11] pointed out that the dependence graph model could be used to identify

good “cut-points” to partition a sequential application into multiple threads for parallel execution.
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CHAPTER 4

PARALLELISM AND FETCH
CRITICALITY

This chapter describes how to identify and quantify parallelism in applications. In particular, the

focus is on parallelism that is not exploited by superscalarprocessors but can be extracted by

spawning off a future region of the program as a task on a separate core of a multicore architecture.

While that is the primary focus, the technique could potentially be extended to other ways of

extracting parallelism. The approach developed here builds upon Fields’ work on modeling

superscalar execution described in chapter 3.

The chapter starts out in section 4.1 by analyzing the critical path of several benchmark programs

for execution on a typical superscalar processor. A large number of instructions on the critical path

are “fetch-critical”, meaning that their fetch node was on the critical path. This phenomenon

occurs because while superscalar processors can exploit parallelism in a limited window, they

leave large amounts of parallelism in distant regions unexploited. In particular, there are three class

of events that cause fetch-criticality in superscalar execution, and these are termed as

Fetch-Criticality Generating Events (FCGEs).

The unexploited distant parallelism in superscalar processors manifests itself as fetch-critical

instructions on the critical path. This is an important insight that can make it possible to identify

and quantify the potential for exploiting distant parallelism through task spawning. This

connection between fetch-criticality and parallelism is drawn in section 4.2. One way to overcome

the restrictions on in-order fetch placed by superscalar processors is to spawn tasks on a separate

core which allows a distant region to be fetched out-of-order. Section 4.3 extends Fields’

dependence graph model for the scenario where tasks are spawned to different cores in a multicore

architecture. Finally, section 4.4 describes the necessary conditions for existence of exploitable

parallelism through task spawns. These conditions are formulated in terms of the dependence

graph model of task spawning developed in section 4.3.
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Parameter Value

Pipeline Width 4 instrs/cycle
Multiple taken branches per cycle

Branch Predictor
8K-entry Combined, 8K-entry gshare, 8K-entry bimodal, 8K-
entry selector, 13 bits of history

Misprediction Penalty 8 cycles
Reorder Buffer 128 entries
Scheduler 128 entries
Functional Units 4 identical general purpose units
L1 I-Cache 32Kbytes, 4-way set assoc., 128 byte lines, 10 cycle miss
L1 D-Cache 32Kbytes, 4-way set assoc., 64 byte lines, 10 cycle miss
L2 Cache 512Kbytes, 8-way set assoc., 128 byte lines,

200 cycle miss
Memory Dependence Ideal
Predictor

Table 4.1: Superscalar parameters used for criticality characterization experiments.

4.1 Fetch Criticality in Superscalar Execution

4.1.1 Methodology for Characterizing Critical Path

Analysis of the program critical path can be a useful tool to gain insights about the application

characteristics, as well as how the underlying architecture constrains the achieved performance.

Table 4.1 describes the superscalar processor used for the studies in this section. The superscalar

processor was simulated using a trace-driven timing model,similar to the one described by Wall et.

al [6]. The timing model processes the program trace, looking at one instruction at a time. For each

instruction, it assigns a timestamp for its progress through each stage of the pipeline. It keeps side

structures to track occupancy of resources, etc. The timingmodel has been validated against a

more detailed full-blown cycle accurate pipeline simulator, and the timing model is a very

reasonable but much faster approximation. Figure 4.1 plotsthe reported performance in terms of

instructions-per cycle (IPC) for a subset of SPEC benchmarks.

The timing model can be used to extract the information required to construct the program

dependence graph. As described by Fields [11], critical path and slack analysis require a backward

traversal of this graph. Rather than buffering up the graph for the full program run, the approach in

this study is to periodically buffer a fragment of the dependence graph and perform the analysis on

each fragment in isolation. This bounds both space and time requirements of the computation. The

results of this approach were compared to those when the complete graph was analyzed in one go,

and it was found that for buffer sizes of a few tens of thousands of instructions, the error induced

by this approach is minimal. Also note that for critical pathcomputation, a more exact analysis

with low buffering requirements exists, which relies on theexistence of “convergence” edges

through which the critical path is guaranteed to flow [11]. However, the approach doesn’t extend to
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Figure 4.1: IPC achieved on SPEC benchmarks for simulated superscalar processor.
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other analyses such as slack computation. Therefore that approach was not adopted.

Once the program critical path is found using the above (or any other methodology), there are

multiple ways of summarizing the result to get useful insights. Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show three

ways of visualizing the critical path. Figure 4.2 shows the breakdown of nodes on the critical into

the three possible categories: Fetch(F ), Execute(E) and Commit(C). The figure shows that the

critical path is consists mainly of critical fetch nodes. Several instructions can contribute multiple

nodes to the critical path, and also several edges can jump over multiple instructions, that are

non-critical. Figure 4.3 shows the breakdown of instructions in terms of their criticality behavior.

This graph shows, for example, that most of the instructionson theswimbenchmark are commit

non-critical, implying that it suffers from a large number of reorder buffer stalls. In general, most

of the critical instructions are fetch-critical.

Finally, figure 4.4 illustrates another way of characterizing the critical path, in terms of edges that

comprise the critical path rather than the nodes. The edge latencies on the critical path are divided

up into buckets depending upon the type of dynamic event uponwhich the edge latency could be

blamed. For example, the latency on criticalFF edges is listed under theFetch-BWcategory,

because it represents delay incurred due to limited fetch bandwidth. However, there is a class of

FF latency that is listed separately corresponding to theF nodes that incurred an instruction cache

miss, and that latency goes in theICache-Misscategory. Execute (EE andEC) latencies are

reported in theExecutecategory, except for the load instructions that missed in the cache. TheEE

latency due to critical missing loads goes in theLD-Misscategory. For branches that mispredict,

execution latency on theEF edge going to the target (which might potentially include a mispredict

penalty) is reported under theBr-Misscategory. Long-latency load misses, long dependence

chains, etc. can cause a buffer stall, and once space frees upin the buffer, there is a penalty to warm

up the pipeline. This penalty is incurred by the criticalCF edge and is classified asWindow-Stall

penalty. Finally, the latency on criticalCC edges is placed under theCommit-BWclass.

4.1.2 Prevalence of Fetch Criticality

Figure 4.3 shows that on an average across the SPEC 2000 benchmarks, about 57% of all

instructions are fetch critical. About 19% of instructionsare either execute-critical or have a

critical EE edge jumping over them. Most of the remaining instructions in that configuration are

commit non-critical, because of a window stall CF dependence jumping over them, and only a

small percentage is commit-critical. Previous work [3, 21]has explored techniques to reduce the

performance impact of execute-critical instructions. Theunderlying theme is to speed up execution

of execute-critical instructions by giving priority in resource allocation decisions to likely critical

instructions over likely non-critical instructions. Thisis based on the per-PC locality behavior of

execute-criticality which can be exploited in dynamic mechanisms.

The above techniques which target execute-critical instructions tend to make a limited impact on

performance. This is because much of the contribution (in terms of instructions) to the program

critical path comes from instructions whose fetch node is onthe critical path. This means that
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attacking fetch-critical instructions could lead to largeimprovements in performance.

Fetch-criticality, however, is not as well understood as execute-criticality. This work tries to

understand the reasons for large amounts of fetch criticality in superscalar execution, and makes

the connection between fetch-criticality and existence ofparallelism.

At its core, fetch-criticality arises because of the limitations imposed by superscalar architecture on

program execution. In the absence of architectural constraints (dependences), a program could

execute as soon as permitted by the longest chain of the enforced data- and control-dependences.

In such a scenario, the critical path would consist ofEE data-dependences, andEF

control-dependences from mispredicted branches to their control-dependent (mispredicted) targets.

Thus, the critical path would comprise mainlyE nodes and someF nodes depending upon the

branch prediction rate and the prevalence of control flow.

However, superscalar architectures don’t allow independent instructions to be fetched and executed

in any arbitrary order. In particular, the major constraints are the limitations of in-order fetching of

instructions, limited buffer sizes within which instructions can execute out-of-order, and limited

fetch bandwidth. These constraints lead to large amounts offetch-criticality.

4.1.3 Fetch Criticality Generating Events (FCGEs)

There are three kinds of events that cause fetch-criticality in superscalar execution. These events

will henceforth be referred to asfetch criticality generating events (FCGEs). Fetch criticality

generating events fall, roughly, into three categories, listed below and illustrated in figure 4.8:

• Fetch FCGE: The source of fetch criticality comes from reasons related to fetch of

instructions. This includes instruction cache misses, which delay the fetch of an instruction.

In addition, limited fetch bandwidth is also an FCGE, because it adds delay to the fetch time

of future instructions.

• Execute FCGE: The source of fetch criticality comes from execution of previous

instructions. This includes branch mispredicts, which delay the fetch of the correct target of

the branch instruction. Similar behavior comes from other mispredictions such as for

misspeculated loads.

• Commit FCGE: The source is reorder buffer stall, typically due to long-latency instructions

or long dependence chains that cause the buffer to fill, stalling the fetch unit.

Note that all of the above FCGEs can cause large amounts of fetch-criticality because of the

restriction of in-order fetch imposed by superscalar architectures. Therefore, once the fetch stream

is delayed/stalled by an FCGE, the fetch of all future instructions is delayed, making it quite likely

that the critical path flows through later fetch nodes as well. So, for example, mispredicted

branches delay fetch of all future instructions, even future instructions that are control-independent

of the branch. Thus even instructions control-independentof the branch can become fetch-critical

even though they could have been fetched much earlier if instructions were not required to be
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Figure 4.5: Fetch FCGE: Instruction cache misses
extend the length of the path through the fetch
node of one instruction, making subsequent in-
structions fetch-critical.

Figure 4.6: Execute FCGE: The correct target
instruction of a mispredicted branch cannot be
fetched until the branch instruction is executed to
detect the incorrect prediction.

Figure 4.7: Commit FCGE: When the reorder
buffer or scheduler is filled to capacity the fetch
unit must be stalled. This can make the first
stalled instruction fetch-critical.

Figure 4.8: Examples of the three type of FCGEs.
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fetched in-order. Similarly, instruction cache misses delay fetch of all future instructions, even if

the future instructions are present in the instruction cache.

4.2 Fetch Criticality ⇒ Unexploited Parallelism

As explained in chapter 2, parallelism can be created by removing some of the previously

sequentializing constraints. Parallelization techniques can relax/remove dependences on the

critical path and therefore improve performance in such cases. As far as an architect is concerned,

the objective is to have the critical path comprise mainly ofthe application dependences and

minimize the impact of architecture-imposed dependences.Parallelization techniques can remove

architectural dependences (besides sometimes removing application dependences as well) to move

the critical path closer to that goal.

The existence of fetch-criticality implies the potential for parallelism by removing in-order fetch

dependences. Large amounts of fetch-criticality indicatethat the achieved dependence height is

being dictated by architecture-imposed in-order fetch dependences rather than just application

control- and data-dependences. Several parallelization techniques are possible to address the

impact of the three FCGEs. In superscalar design, architects have used techniques like higher

fetch-bandwidth, larger instruction caches, better branch predictors and larger reorder buffers to

reduce fetch-criticality by extracting larger amounts of “Instruction Level Parallelism” (ILP). In

addition, in-order fetch dependences can be alleviated by out-of-order fetch architectures, such as

control-independence architectures [27–30], speculative parallelization architectures [31–40], or

through explicit parallelization of applications for execution on multicore or multithreaded

architectures.

Note that parallelism can also exploited by some techniquesthat address execute- and

commit-criticality. Some parallelization techniques canreduce execute-criticality to create

parallelism, such as by reducing the number of control- and data-dependences enforced by the

architecture. For example value prediction techniques canbreak true data-dependences in some

cases. Better branch prediction can reduce the enforced control-dependences. Register and

memory renaming techniques can also remove execute dependences. All of these techniques create

parallelism by attacking execute-criticality. These techniques have been quite successful in

parallelizing execution in the past. However, new advancesare coming at a slow pace in these

directions, partly because extending current techniques requires devoting larger amounts of area to

branch/value prediction, etc. and more complex circuits for memory renaming. Designers typically

deem the additional returns not worth the investment in chiparea and the power/complexity costs

incurred.

In addition, commit-criticality could also potentially become a problem, even though it is not a

major limiter for superscalar processors. Parallelism in those cases can be created through higher

commit-bandwidth, or by removing some of the in-order commit edges. But in practice, processors

make the peak commit bandwidth match the peak fetch-bandwidth of the machine, and
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commit-bandwidth is rarely a problem. In-order commit can sometimes restrict parallelism, but is

useful to provide sequential semantics to the external world.

4.3 Task-Based Parallelization to Alleviate Fetch-Criticality

Section 4.2 identifies several approaches to exploit parallelism by alleviating fetch-criticality.

These fall in two classes: a) extract more ILP in superscalarprocessors and b) explore out-of-order

fetch techniques. The first approach involves techniques like increasing the fetch width, larger

scheduler and reorder buffer sizes, larger branch predictors, etc. Typically, these changes go

together to keep the architecture balanced otherwise one FCGE can dominate and hide the benefit

of a technique that addresses another FCGE. However, these techniques are not very attractive

because current superscalar processors are at a point whereinvesting chip area into these

techniques leads to very low returns on investment, if any atall. These techniques can also lead to

increases in power consumption and design complexity.

The second approach involves out-of-order fetch and is morepromising. It can lead to scalable

architectures that yield good return on chip area investments. One of the ways to achieve high

performance in this domain is to divide up the program into multiple “tasks” or “threads” that can

fetch and execute concurrently on different cores/threadsof a multicore or multithreaded

architecture. Such an approach can reduce fetch-criticality by exploit parallelism through

concurrent tasks. The primary focus of this thesis is on implicit tasking systems that externally

maintain sequential semantics, but internally (and dynamically) partition the application into tasks

for simultaneous fetch and execution on a speculative parallelization architecture. However,

several of the insights developed here could potentially beapplied to other flavors of task-based

parallelization.

4.3.1 Control-Independent Task Spawning

This thesis focusses on tasks that are control-independentof instructions that spawn them. This

section explains the concept of control independence and terminology associated with spawning a

control-independent task.

In a program flow graph, an instructionX is said topostdominateanother instructionA iff all paths

through the flow graph fromA to the exit pass throughX [41]. In other words,X postdominatesA

if X is guaranteed to execute afterA executes, regardless of intervening control decisions. Asan

example, in the flow graph of Figure 4.9, block E postdominates block A. The block E is therefore

control-independentof the branch in block A. A binary rewriter can efficiently calculate all the

postdominators of all branches in an executable of sizeO(n) in timeO(n log n) [42].

Architectures can exploit control-independence propertyof branches to spawn future

control-independent regions of the program as tasks that can execute concurrently with the main

stream of execution. Thread-level Speculative and Speculative Multi-threaded processors find

parallelism in a single thread of execution by breaking it into multiple tasks that are executed
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Figure 4.9: Terminology to describe a control-independenttask spawn.

concurrently [31–35, 37–39, 43]. The control-independence property can also drive the choices of

spawns in these machines and has been shown to be subsume heuristics like loops, procedure calls,

and their continuations [36].

For example, in Figure 4.9 a new task could be created at blockE whenever block B is reached,

since the processor is guaranteed to reach block E at some time in the future. In this case, the new

task generated starting at block E would be called thespawneetask with E being the spawnee

block, and B thespawnerblock. The spawner and spawnee tasks can concurrently fetch

instructions. When the spawner task reaches block E, it stops fetching instructions (the work it is

about to begin has already been done by the spawnee task). At this point, the spawner task

reconnectswith the spawnee.

Instructions in the spawnee task that depend on data produced in spawner task can be handled in a

variety of ways. They can be speculatively executed assuming that the data is available[34, 35],

and signal a misspeculation if a violation is later detected. Or a data-dependence predictor [44] can

be used to identify such instructions, which can then be delayed (synchronized), until data value is

(conservatively) released by the spawner task. The next section presents a dependence graph

model that captures the constraints that arise in spawning acontrol-independent task.

4.3.2 Dependence Graph Model for Control-Independent TaskSpawn

This section describes how Fields’ dependence graph model for superscalar execution can be

extended for a speculative parallelization architecture that does control-independent task spawns.

This section refers to such architectures as Control-Independence architectures.

Control-independence architectures remove the restriction of in-order fetch at task boundaries that

were previously imposed by superscalar architectures. On the other hand, delay might be added to

inter-task dataflow. Exactly how much delay is added dependsupon the particular data-dependence

handling technique used. Further, techniques such as data speculation can lead to task squashes

when speculation fails.

Table 4.2 lists the edges that need to be added to the superscalar dependence graph model of Fields

et al, in order to model the effects of spawning a task. The first modification is a new FF edge going

from the fetch node of thespawnerto the fetch node of thespawnee. Note that there is no longer a
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Figure 4.10:Before Spawning. Edges marked with an “X” will be removed. These include the
FF edge from last instruction in spawner task to first instruction in spawned task, EF edge if the
last instruction in the spawner is a mispredicted branch, and rob size CF edges crossing the task
boundary.

Figure 4.11:After Spawning. A spawn FF edge is added. Additional latency might be added to
EE edges that cross task boundary.

Figure 4.12: Impact of control-independent task spawning on the program dependence graph.

fetch edge from the last instruction in a spawner task to the first instruction in the next task, which

is another modification from the superscalar model. This means that the spawnee can start fetching

as soon as the spawner fetches (after some penalty, equal to the latency on the particular FF edge,

which can be used to model aspawn penalty). Intra-task fetch proceeds as before.

The second modification is that if an EF edge crosses the task boundary, it is removed. The EF

edge would exist if the last instruction in the spawner task was a mispredicted branch and the first
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Name Constraint modeled Edge Comment

FF In-order fetch
(non-spawn)

Fi−1 → Fi Non-spawnee instructioni cannot
fetch beforei − 1.

FF In-order fetch
(spawn)

Fi−s → Fi Spawnee instri cannot fetch be-
fore spawneri − s (s = spawn dis-
tance).

CF Finite reorder
buffer size

Ci−r → Fi Instr i − r and instr i are in the
same taskandr is the size of the
reorder buffer

CF Finite task re-
sources

Clast(i−n) →

Ffirst(i)

Instr last(i − n) is the last instr in
task i-n, and instrfirst(i) is the
first in task i andn is the number
of task contexts

EF Failed Speculation Ei−1 → Fi Instr i − 1 is a misspeculat-
ing instruction (mispredicting
branch/load, etc),and i is in same
task.

DE Execution follows fetch Fi → Ei An instr cannot execute before it
has fetched.

EE Data dependences Ej → Ei Instr j produces an operand of
i. Inter-task data flow can have
longer latency than intra-task
data flow.

EC Retire follows ex-
ecution

Ei → Ci An instr cannot retire before exe-
cution.

CC In-order retire-
ment

Ci−1 → Ci Instr i cannot retire beforei − 1.

Table 4.2: FRB dependence rules [3] adjusted for control-independent task spawning (bold).

spawnee instruction was the correct target. Since the spawnee task was control-independent of the

spawner instruction and was fetched out-of-order, the mispredicted branch no longer delays fetch

of the spawnee. Therefore, the EF edge is removed.

Third, CF edges impact fetch only within a task, and not across tasks. This means that back end

stalls in one task need not stall fetch in the successor tasks, effectively allowing for a distributed

window of instructions. In addition there is another CF edgeto model finite task resources.

Fourth, the Fields’ model already contains an EF edge to model branch mispredicts. We generalize

the notion of mispredicts to capture intra-task store-loadviolations, as well as inter-task violations

due to failed data speculation. Frequent data misspeculation can also be a FCGE, and can be

treated in a similar manner as branch mispredicts. Note thatthe latency for detecting and

communicating the failed speculation is implicitly captured through the weight given to this edge.

Finally, depending on the specific policy for handling inter-task data dependences for a given

control-independence architecture, delay might be added along EE edges that cross task

boundaries. This can model, for instance, the latency of inter-core communication, as well as the

delay for architectures that synchronize on data dependences.
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4.4 Necessary Conditions for Existence of Parallelism

4.4.1 Rules for Successful Task Spawn

A task spawn is said to be successful if it improves performance over superscalar execution. The

conditions for a successful task spawn can be summarized by two simple rules:

1. The first (in program order) critical instruction in the spawned task is fetch-critical.

2. The slack on all edges that cross the task boundary after (and as a result of) the task spawn

must be non-zero. Further, the slack on the EE edges that cross the task boundary must be

greater than the data latency added by the spawn mechanism.

As described in Section 4.3, control-independent spawningcan be profitable by alleviating

fetch-criticality in applications. Rule 1 states that if the spawnee point is not fetch-critical in the

first place, then the spawn is largely useless since it tries to address a problem that does not exist (it

could, however, create new problems by delaying EE edges that don’t have enough slack).

Rule 2 states that it is not enough to break fetch-criticality chains, the objective of spawning should

be to speed up program execution. This means that the new program critical path should not be

worse than the original path (that passed through fetch nodeof the spawnee). In particular, the only

reason why it could be worse off than the original path, couldbe if it flows through one of the EE

edges that are delayed due to the act of spawning.

4.4.2 Spawn Rules in Action

This section illustrates the above rules through a detailedexample from the SPECInt2000

benchmarktwolf. Figure 4.13 shows the control-flow graph of a fragment of interest in the

functionnew dbox a, which accounts for a large fraction of the overall execution time. The node

markedA is a branch that is likely to mispredict and generate fetch-criticality. We find that its

postdominators: C, D, E, F, and G, are all likely to be fetch-critical (note that blocks D and F also

contain FCGEs). In general we find that postdominators of blocks containing low-confidence

branches have a high likelihood of being fetch-critical. Thus a dynamic instance of any of of these

postdominators, when spawned from A, is likely to satisfy Rule 1 for spawn success.

On the other hand, not all of these postdominators are likelyto satisfy Rule 2. Figure 4.13 also

shows dataflow edges that are likely to be on the program critical path. In particular, the statement

that producesrowsptr in block C is on the backward slice of likely-to-mispredict branches in

blocks D and F. Thus, theseEE edges from C to D and C to F are likely to have very little slack,

since almost all mispredicted branches are on the program critical path in a superscalar processor.

Tasks which add delay to these edges are likely to violate Rule 2.

In this case, we find that when we spawn D, E, or F from A, one (or both) of the EE edges flowing

the value ofrowsptrout of C gets delayed. Therefore, we can rule out these tasks as unprofitable

options. On the other hand, if we spawn C or G, we find that theEE edges that cross the task
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Figure 4.13: An interesting example from thenew dbox a subroutine in twolf (somewhat sim-
plified), showing spawnee choices for low confidence branch A. Spawnees D, E and F introduce
inter-task data-dependence edges (through rowsptr) leading into already execute-critical nodes, and
are bad. C and G are profitable tasks, since the subsequent execute-critical instructions are data-
independent.

boundaries have a lot of slack. In particular, when we spawn G, the edge corresponding to the

valuemin that flows from E to G has a lot of slack since the branch in G is usually predicted

correctly. So even though theE → G EE edge is delayed, the delayed execute node of G is

unlikely to be on the program critical path.

This is further explained through a set of criticality diagrams. Figure 4.14 shows the critical path in

a normal superscalar execution of the program. Branch mispredicts of A, D, and F are on the

program critical path. Control-independent spawning is anattractive proposition to reduce the

impact of misprediction of A on fetch-criticality of its control-independent instructions. In order to

achieve this, we can spawn one of the CI points of A, which are likely to be fetch-critical (thus

satisfying Rule 1). The available spawnee choices are: C, D,E, F and G. Note that for simplify, the

diagrams don’t show several dataflow edges that contain a lotof slack because they don’t affect the

profitability of these tasks.

Figure 4.17 shows the outcome of spawning C from A. This is a profitable spawn that succeeds in

reducing criticality. The instruction C was originally fetch-critical because of the mispredicted

branch A. Spawning removed the execution of mispredicted branch A as well as fetch of

instructions between A and C from the critical path.

On the other hand, spawning D from A, shown in figure 4.15, is anunprofitable task that violates
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Figure 4.14:Superscalar execution:Branch mispredicts cause lot of fetch-criticality.

Figure 4.15:Failed Task (Rule 1): Instruction D was not fetch-critical in superscalar. Critical path
is worse due to delayed inter-task dataflow forrowsptr.

Figure 4.16:Failed Task (Rule 2): More delay is added to a near-critical EE edge than slack on it.

Figure 4.17:Successful Task: Spawning C from A shortens the critical path by fetches C faster
than earlier. It also removes execution of A (mispredict) and fetch of B from critical path.

Figure 4.18: Critical path for superscalar execution and different spawn scenarios.CF edges don’t
contribute to critical path and are not shown for ease of understanding.
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Rule 1 for spawn success. D was not fetch-critical in superscalar execution, so fetching it faster

didn’t help. But spawning off D adds a large latency to the already critical EE edge from C to D,

delaying dataflow into execution of the branch mispredict D.Thus we delayed an already critical

EE edge due to a spawn, making performance worse. Spawning F from A is another unprofitable

task and is illustrated in figure 4.16. Even though it satisfies rule 1, it fails to satisfy rule 2. This is

because a large amount of delay is added to the inter-task EE edge from C to F, which is more than

the slack on that near-critical edge.

4.4.3 Proof of Spawn Rules

This section gives a formal proof of the rules for successfultask spawning.

Claim: A task spawn can lead to improvement in performance (by decreasing the length1 of the

program critical path [3])only if the following conditions hold:

1. The first (in program order) critical instruction in the spawned task is a fetch-critical

instruction.

2. The slack on all edges that cross the task boundary after (and as a result of) the task spawn

must be non-zero. Further, the slack on the EE edges that cross the task boundary must be

greater than the data latency added by the spawn mechanism.

Assumptions: This proof assumes that a task spawn can only introduce the following changes to

the program dependence graph:

1. Spawning breaks the in-order fetch edge at the task boundary (from F node of last

instruction in spawner task to F node of first instruction in spawned task). If the last

instruction in spawner task was a mispredict, spawning alsobreaks the edge going from E

node of that instruction to the F node of first instruction in spawned task.

2. Spawning breaksrob size CF edges going from C node of an instruction in the spawner task

to F node of an instructionrob size later in the spawned task. The original edges

represented resource dependences due to finite ROB when these instructions were fetched in

the same task.

3. Spawning can add extra latency to EE edges that cross spawnboundary. These represent

delayed inter-task data dependences, with the amount of delay varying depending upon the

specific dependence handling techniques used.

4. A spawn FF edge is added from the fetch (F) node of the spawner instruction to the F node

of the first instruction in the spawned task. The latency on the edge represents a startup cost.

1The length of a path in the program dependence graph is definedto be sum of latencies on all of its edges.
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Figure 4.12 illustrates these modifications. It is assumed that all of the other edges in the program

dependence graph as well as their latencies stay unchanged.The validity and impact of these

assumptions are examined later.

Proof: This proof proceeds by showing that if either of the two conditions is not met, then

spawning the task can not lead to a reduction in the critical path length.

Case 1:Suppose the first (in program order) critical instruction inthe spawned task is not

fetch-critical. This means that it is either execute-critical or commit-critical, with the last-arriving

dependence edge incoming from an instruction node before the start of spawned task.

This dependence edge cannot be one of the edges removed by thetask spawn, since all such edges

end in the F node of some instruction in the spawned task, and this edge ends in a non-F node.

Thus, the latency of this edge stays unchanged or increases as a result of the spawn. Further, the

latencies on all of the other edges in the original program critical path stay unchanged. Hence, the

sum of the latencies on the original program critical path remains the same or increases. This

implies that there is at least one path in the new dependence graph after spawning whose length is

greater than or equal to that of the original program critical path. Thus, the length of the program

critical path is not decreased due to this spawn.

Case 2:Suppose the latency added on at least one of the EE edges that cross the boundary as a

result of the task spawn is greater than or equal to the slack on that edge. We will now show that

the program critical path definitely got longer due to this spawn.

Let us pick one of those edges, saye, such that it originally had a slacks. Suppose a delayl was

added toe such that:l ≥ s. From the definition of slack, we know that in the original program

dependence graph, there was at least one pathP that includede, such that increasing the latency of

e by s madeP longer than the original critical path.

Now, when we do that spawn, the latencies on all the edges inP stay unchanged, except for the

latency ofe. Note thatP couldn’t have included any of the CF or FF edges that were removed by

the spawn, or any of the other EE edges that crossed task boundary created by this spawn. This is

because there can be only one edge on a path that crosses the boundary created by the task spawn.

ForP , this edge ise. And since the latency added one, l > s, P is now longer than the original

program critical path. Thus, the length of the program critical path is not decreased due to this

spawn.

Conclusion: Combining the two cases, we have shown that if either of the above conditions don’t

hold true, the spawn cannot lead to a reduction in the critical path length. Hence a spawn can be

profitable only if the above two conditions hold true. Note that the converse of this result doesn’t

necessarily hold. That is, even if the above two conditions are true, a spawn may still not be

profitable. This might happen because a near critical path may be of the same length as the program

critical path, or the delay added to one of the inter-task EE edges might be exactly equal to its slack

(minus 1 cycle to be precise). In that case, doing the spawn will keep the critical path unchanged.

Impact of Assumptions: Note that in a real system, the assumptions made above about the impact

of spawning on the program dependence graph don’t always hold true. Spawning a task on a
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different core can suffer warm-up effect which can change the cache and branch predictor

behavior. The spawned task can suffer additional cache misses and branch mispredicts since the

local caches and branch predictor on the core might need to bewarmed up. Spawning the task can

also create additional pressure on the memory subsystem by posing higher bandwidth requirements

which can lead to higher latency on dependence edges that involve memory operations. On the

other hand, the new task has a separate L1 cache available to it, so capacity misses might be

decreased. In addition, spawned task might suffer data misspeculations. The net result is that the

spawned task is squashed, and a misspeculation (EF) edge is added to the dependence graph.

Latencies on some of the other edges might also change slightly, especially those that are impacted

by contention for resources such as issue slots since the contention behavior will be changed.

While the above factors are not incorporated into the model,chapter 5 demonstrates that their

effects are amortized over the long-run. Therefore, they can be ignored without having too much of

an impact on predictions about task behavior and parallelism. Further, ignoring these second-order

factors simplifies the treatment of parallelism and policies based on these rules perform well in our

system. So, to a first order approximation, the assumptions made here are reasonable to

understanding the system.
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CHAPTER 5

QUANTIFYING PARALLELISM
FROM POTENTIAL TASKS

Chapter 4 presented a dependence graph model for control-independent task spawn, as well as the

relationship between fetch-criticality and parallelism.This chapter develops those insights into a

quantitative model of task parallelism. The objective is toquantify the expected benefit from a

potential task choice. The benefit might come from one of the several “sources” of parallelism.

Further, there are costs to spawning a task that might reduceor even completely swamp the benefit

from parallelism. The model developed in this chapter accounts for the important factors to make

its predictions.

5.1 Task Benefit and Critical Path Length

The act of spawning a new task causes the program dependence graph to change as described in

section 4.3.2. As a result of these changes, the length of theprogram critical path after spawning

changes from what it would have been in absence of spawning (superscalar execution). The

performance improvement due to a particular task spawn is then simply the decrease in the critical

path length because of that spawn.

One approach to quantifying this decrease is to measure the length of the critical path for two

cases: one for superscalar execution, and another one wherethe task of interest is spawned.

Subtracting the superscalar critical path length from the length for task spawn case would provide

the benefit of spawning the task. However, this is a very computationally expensive approach since

there are an extremely large number of tasks options available in most applications, and for each

option, there can be several dynamic instances within a given program region.

An alternative approach is to have an estimation model that trains itself on the original superscalar

execution and can make prediction about the expected benefitof spawning a task. This chapter

develops such a model based on the insights of the previous chapter. The model can accurately

estimate the task benefit “in-place” without actually spawning the task.

5.2 Assumptions About Impact of Tasks

The model makes some assumptions about how spawning a task impacts the dependence graph of

superscalar execution. In particular, it assumes that spawning a task causes only the following

changes to the original superscalar graph (illustrated in figure 5.1):
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Figure 5.1: Modifications to the Dependence Graph caused by spawning a task.

• In-order fetch dependence edges (F→ F, E→ F and C→ F) are removed at the task

boundary,

• An F→ F spawn edge capturing out-of-order fetch is added from the spawner to the

spawned instruction, and

• Delay is added to EE edges at the boundary due to synchronization and communication

required for inter-task data dependences.

The rest of the dependence graph edges and latencies are assumed to stay exactly the same.

Section 4.4.3 described some reasons why these assumptionsmay not always hold in a real system.

This chapter will show that the assumptions still lead to a good approximation of the system’s

behavior, especially for tasks that are spawned often.

5.3 Estimating Task Benefit

5.3.1 Definition: Adjusted Slack

In order to estimate the benefit from a task, the termadjusted slackon an edge will need to be

defined. Recall that on a dependence graph of program execution for a given architecture, theslack

on an edge is the difference between the length of the programcritical path, and the longest path

including that edge.

As described in section 5.2, spawning a task removes some dependence edges at the task boundary

but for the remaining edges crossing the task boundary, somedelay might be added due to

communication and/or synchronization penalties. Theadjusted slackon any such edge is the slack

on the edge in the original superscalar graph minus the delayadded to that edge in the resulting

graph from spawning the task. This gives the difference between the length of the original critical

path of superscalar execution, and the longest path in the new graph that includes this edge after

the task spawn (this follows from the assumptions of section5.2).
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Figure 5.2: The benefit from a task is bounded by the slack on edges crossing task boundary. The
spawn F→ F edge suffers a spawn penalty, the C→ C edge suffers a reconnection penalty. EE
edges suffer a communication penalty, and potentially a synchronization penalty. C→ F edges
don’t cross task boundary and are not shown.

5.3.2 Performance Benefit from Spawning a Task

As described before, the benefit from spawning a task is the reduction in program critical path

length from doing the spawn. Spawning a task removes some edges from the original graph at the

task boundary. After spawning a task, the new critical path can cross task boundary in only three

ways, corresponding to the three ways in which the dependence graph changes:

1. The new critical path can flow through an E→ E data-dependence edge crossing the task

boundary. The task benefit is the difference between the original critical path length, and the

length of the longest path in the new graph thatincludesthe E→ E edge. This is simply the

adjusted slackon the edge, adjusted for communication/synchronization delays.

Section 5.3.3 gives an example of calculating adjusted slack for E → E edges.

2. It can pass through the commit C→ C edge at the task boundary. This is similar to the first

case, and the benefit is theadjusted slackon the C→ C edge, adjusted for the delay of

passing the commit token between tasks, which is typically afixed quantity.

3. It can flow through the spawn F→ F edge from the spawner to the spawnee instruction. This

is a trickier case, since the spawn F→ F edge didn’t exist in the superscalar graph. However,

it is still possible to calculate theadjusted slackon the edge if it had been present in the

original graph. Section 5.3.4 describes how to compute thisquantity.

Figure 5.2 summarizes the situation. The improvement in theprogram critical path is constrained

by the edges that cross the task boundary after the spawn. A spawned task cannot decrease the

length of the program critical path beyond the slack on any one such edge (adjusted for

delays/penalties). The benefit of a task, then, is bounded bythe minimum of the adjusted slack on

all edges that cross the task boundary.
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As a corollary, a spawned task cannot help performance if theoriginal critical path crossed the task

boundary through an E→ E or the C→ C edge, since the latency on these edges cannot decrease

after spawning. That is, it can help only if the first criticalinstruction in the spawned task was

fetch-critical.

5.3.3 Adjusted Slack Calculation for Synchronized E→ E Edge

This section gives an example of how to adjust slack on E→ E edges for synchronization delays.

This is illustrated through a conservative synchronization policy: for data-dependences that cross

task boundary, the value is released from a spawner task to the successor spawnee task when the

following three conditions are met:

1. All branches in the spawner task have completed execution(thus data produced by bad-path

instructions fetched beyond misspeculated branches is never released).

2. The spawner task has fetched and renamed (down the correctpath) all instructions (in

program order) prior to the first instruction in the spawnee task (ensures that the last writer

has been seen).

3. The producer of the value has completed execution.

When the first two conditions are satisfied, the tasks are saidto have reconnected. Suppose the

time at which all branches in the spawner task have finished execution istbranch, the time when all

instructions in spawner task have been fetched istall, and the reconnection penalty ispenaltyrecon.

Then the reconnection time is given by:

trecon = max(tbranch, tall) + penaltyrecon (5.1)

Suppose the original time at which the value was ready and theEE edge arrived at the consumer

wastee, the reconnection time wastrecon and inter-task communication latency wastlat. Then the

delay added to the EE edge due to the synchronization policy is:

delaysynch = max(tee + tlat, trecon) − tee (5.2)

For producer-consumer pairs that jump over multiple tasks,the value is released only after all tasks

in between have reconnected. Therefore the delay calculation has to consider all intermediate

reconnections. The adjusted slack on the EE edge then is:

s′ee = see − delaysynch (5.3)

The above equations make it possible to compute the adjustedslack from the superscalar graph

without requiring to build a new dependence graph or to recalculate any edge slacks. The adjusted

slack computation requires tracking the execution times ofbranches and the fetch time of last
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instruction in the spawner task. It should be possible to similarly incorporate other

synchronization/data-dependence policies in this model.

5.3.4 Adjusted Slack for Spawn F→ F Edge

This section shows how to estimate the adjusted slack on the spawn F→ F edge from the original

graph and without building a new graph. Let the timestamp of the spawneeF nodein the

superscalar graphbetF spawnee and that of the spawner betF spawner. Let the delay for a task

spawn bepenaltyspawn. Spawning the task causes the spawnee instruction to be fetched sooner by

tgain, which is:

tgain = tF spawnee − (tF spawner + penaltyspawn) (5.4)

This is because originally the spawnee was fetched attF spawnee. After being spawned, it could be

fetchedpenaltyspawn after the spawner was fetched. Let the original slack on the spawnee F node

beslackF spawnee. Then, the slack on the spawn F→ F edgein the superscalar graphwould have

been:

slackFF spawn = slackF spawnee + tFetch gain (5.5)

The spawnee F node already had a slack ofsF spawnee. Because of the spawn, it was fetched

sooner, the two are combined to find the slack on the spawn F→ F edge if it had existed in the

original graph.

5.4 Overall Approach

This section summarizes the overall approach to estimate benefit of potential tasks as well as

computational requirements for the model. Rather than analyzing the whole application trace, the

model processes it in small segments to reduce memory footprint. The model constructs a

dependence graph for the segment of the executed program to be analyzed. The dependence graph

is built for superscalar execution. Slack information is then computed for dependence edges and

nodes in one backward traversal of the dependence graph. Side structure track the execution time

of branches and EE edges that can cross potential task boundaries.

The next step involves a forward traversal of the graph to estimate the performance benefit of all

potential task spawn choices. For any task pair to be evaluated, the model computes the adjusted

slack of edges crossing task boundary. The performance benefit of that spawn choice is estimated

to be the minimum of the slack on all edges crossing task boundary. A structure tracks the

aggregate information for each spawn (spawner, spawnee) pair evaluated. After all the segments

have been analyzed, average statistics can be reported for each task. Later chapters show how to

use this information to make a task selection, and how to limit the computational requirements of

this approach by infrequently sampling program segments.
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As far as computational requirements go, the model incurs a base cost and a cost per task. The base

cost is incurred to build the dependence graph, and compute slack on each dependence edge.

Computing the slack requires a backward traversal of the dependence graph, and takes time that is

O(V+E), where V denotes the nodes in the graph, and E denotes the number of edges in the graph.

Additional cost is incurred for each spawn pair whose benefitneeds to be estimated. Computing

the adjusted slack on spawn FF edge and commit CC edge requires O(1) work. Adjusted slack

calculation for EE edges requires some more work. The release policy described in section 5.3.3

requires calculation of the reconnection time which in turnneeds the execution times of all

branches between the spawner and the spawnee. This requiresO(V) time in the worst case. In

practice, a separate sorted list of branches can be maintained for lower cost. And finally, slack

information is needed for all the EE edges crossing the task boundary. This can be O(V) work in

the worst case. To further reduce cost, we only need to look atthe EE edges that have a small

amount of slack, since the edge with the minimum slack is the one that matters. Sampling small

segments in the program can further help keep the value of V small.

5.5 Validation

5.5.1 Infrastructure and Methodology

To validate the task performance model, this section shows simulation results for the Polyflow

speculative parallelization system with 4 cores. The details of the system are described in

chapter 6. The baseline is a superscalar processor with sameresources as available to one core of

the Polyflow system, except that it has the whole L2 cache available to itself. The specific

parameters are given in table 5.1.

Validation is done by comparing the predictions from the model to measurements on an

execution-driven simulator for the Polyflow architecture.The simulator uses a variant of 64-bit

MIPS ISA that doesnot have any special instructions to support multi-threading.Task spawn

points are obtained from a postdominance analysis performed on the program binary. Spawns

points whose average length exceeds twice the modeled reorder buffer size are discarded because

they would likely cause load imbalance. This section present results from SPEC2000 benchmarks

that can be compiled on our toolchain. The simulations were done for representative intervals in the

lgred [45] or train inputs whose function profile closely matches the overall profile for the ref input.

5.5.2 Validation Results

To assess accuracy of the task benefit model, this section compares predictions made by the model

for individual task options to the observed performance improvements when that task is actually

(and in isolation) spawned on the underlying system. For this experiment, the model analyzes

program segments of 100K instructions at a time.

Figures 5.3 to 5.36 compare, for each task, predicted versusmeasured performance improvement.
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Parameter Value

Pipeline Width 4 instrs/cycle
(retire 16 instrs/cycle)

Branch Predictor
8K-entry Combined, 8K entry gshare, 8K entry bimodal, 8K
entry selector, 13 bits of history

Misprediction Penalty 10 cycles
Reorder Buffer 512 entries
Scheduler 64 entries
Functional Units 4 identical general purpose units
L1 I-Cache 32Kbytes, 4-way set assoc., 128 byte lines, 10 cycle miss
L1 D-Cache 32Kbytes, 4-way set assoc., 64 byte lines, 10 cycle miss

L2 Cache
512Kbytes, 8-way set assoc., 128 byte lines, 200 cycle miss
penalty

Diverter Queue 128 entries
Spawn Latency 5 cycles
Inter-core Store-Load 5 cycles
Forwarding Latency
Inter-core Register 3 cycles per-hop
Comm. Latency

Table 5.1: Pipeline parameters.

Each point in the scatter plot represents the measured vs predicted improvement in performance (in

cycles) for one task spawn option, averaged over many dynamic instances of that option for a

10Million instruction run. For the measured improvement, the system was allowed to spawn

(multiple instances of) only one task choice in one run to isolate its impact from other choices. The

total improvement over superscalar from that individual run is divided by the number of times the

task was spawned to report the average improvement per spawned instance of that task. The

model, on the other hand, can analyze all task choices in one pass.

These results show that the model predicts task performanceaccurately with relatively minor

deviations from the expected value. Further, we find that thepoints with large deviations typically

represent tasks that are spawned rarely, so warm-up effectsfor structures like caches, branch

predictors, and data-dependence predictors introduce noise not captured by the model. In some

cases (such as vortex), warm-up effects cause the model to under-predict. This is due to cache

behavior, spawned tasks have four times the L1 cache available to them than superscalar execution

and this can decrease capacity misses in some cases.

The results for each benchmark are accompanied by another set of graphs that show behavior of

prediction error as a function of the number of instances of the task. These results show a clear

trend of sharply dropping prediction errors as the number ofinstances of any task increase. Thus,

warm up effects are amortized for more frequently spawned tasks. Thus, the model strikes a good

balance between simplicity and accuracy.
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Figure 5.3: Bzip2: Prediction from the model compared to themeasurements from a speculative
parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.4: Bzip2: Prediction error as a function of number of times the task was spawned.

Figure 5.5: Validation for Bzip2
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Figure 5.6: Crafty: Prediction from the model compared to the measurements from a speculative
parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.7: Crafty: Prediction error as a function of numberof times the task was spawned.

Figure 5.8: Validation for Crafty.
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Figure 5.9: Gap: Prediction from the model compared to the measurements from a speculative
parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.10: Gap: Prediction error as a function of number oftimes the task was spawned.

Figure 5.11: Validation for Gap.
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Figure 5.12: GCC: Prediction from the model compared to the measurements from a speculative
parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.13: GCC: Prediction error as a function of number oftimes the task was spawned.

Figure 5.14: Validation for GCC.
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Figure 5.15: Gzip: Prediction from the model compared to themeasurements from a speculative
parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.16: Gzip: Prediction error as a function of number of times the task was spawned.

Figure 5.17: Validation for Gzip.
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Figure 5.18: Parser: Prediction from the model compared to the measurements from a speculative
parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.19: Parser: Prediction error as a function of number of times the task was spawned.

Figure 5.20: Validation for Parser.
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Figure 5.21: Perlbmk: Prediction from the model compared tothe measurements from a speculative
parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.22: Perlbmk: Prediction error as a function of number of times the task was spawned.

Figure 5.23: Validation for Perlbmk.
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Figure 5.24: Twolf: Prediction from the model compared to the measurements from a speculative
parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.25: Twolf: Prediction error as a function of numberof times the task was spawned.

Figure 5.26: Validation for Twolf.
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Figure 5.27: Vortex: Prediction from the model compared to the measurements from a speculative
parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.28: Vortex: Prediction error as a function of number of times the task was spawned.

Figure 5.29: Validation for Vortex.
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Figure 5.30: Vpr.place: Prediction from the model comparedto the measurements from a specula-
tive parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.31: Vpr.place: Prediction error as a function of number of times the task was spawned.

Figure 5.32: Validation for VPR Place.
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Figure 5.33: Vpr.route: Prediction from the model comparedto the measurements from a specula-
tive parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.34: Vpr.route: Prediction error as a function of number of times the task was spawned.

Figure 5.35: Validation for VPR Route.
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Figure 5.36: Ammp: Prediction from the model compared to themeasurements from a speculative
parallelization system. The y=x line is shown for reference.
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Figure 5.37: Ammp: Prediction error as a function of number of times the task was spawned.

Figure 5.38: Validation for Ammp.
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CHAPTER 6

POLYFLOW: TARGET
SPECULATIVE PARALLELIZATION
SYSTEM
This chapter describes details of Polyflow, the target speculative parallelization system.

6.1 Terminology and High-Level Overview

Figure 6.1: High-level setup for speculative parallelization.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the target setup for speculative parallelization. This thesis refers to this setup

as the Polyflow architecture. It consists of a multicore architecture with additional architectural

support for speculative tasking. The input is an unmodified single-threaded binary, with no special

instructions for speculative parallelization. An optional input is task selection information that

describes to the architecture how to partition the single-threaded execution into multiple

(speculative) tasks. This task selection can be made in a variety of ways based on just

compiler-based approach, or more input-dependent approaches such as profiling-based. In

addition, the system might have dynamic support for identifying profitable tasks (or might rely

solely on the task information provided as input).

Figure 6.2 gives an example of how Polyflow would speculatively parallelize a loop. The example

shows the control-flow graph (CFG) of a loop, highlighting the loop body beginning at A, and the

loop index update and branch at block B. The task informationprovided to the system is to spawn

to block B whenever it encounters the beginning of loop body (instruction A). This thesis refers to

A as the “spawner” instruction and B as the “spawnee” instruction.
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Figure 6.2: An example timeline for speculative parallelization.

The timeline shows how the execution unfolds on the system. When instruction A is encountered

on core 0, it does a “task spawn” action, spawning instructions starting at block B as a separate

task on core 1. The newly spawned task loops around (the loop condition evaluates to true in this

case), and again spawns B when it reaches A. This process keeps repeating until all cores are used

up, and resumes once cores become available for new tasks. Ifa core is not available when a

spawner instruction is encountered, the task corresponding to that instruction is simply ignored (as

opposed to some other systems where such tasks are buffered up and spawned when cores become

free later on). The net result is that the execution of loop iterations is overlapped or parallelized (to

the extent allowed by the architecture and program structure) for potentially higher performance.

Once tasks have completed, they are merged through a “task reconnect” action. This preserves

program semantics by presenting sequential behavior externally. Note that while figure 6.2

illustrates loop-based tasks, the system allows for irregular tasks as well. These tasks can spawn

over procedure calls, hammocks, etc. Also note that this system does task spawn and reconnect

actions “in-order ”. This means that once a task has spawned another future task, it can’t spawn

another task while the later task is live and has not been squashed. Task reconnections are carried

out (and cores freed up) in the temporal order of tasks, that is the oldest task can reconnect to the

task it had spawned, and only then can this merged task reconnect to the next oldest task. Later

chapters will address the performance potential of out-of-order spawning [46].

The in-order spawning restriction lends itself well to a ring-like network between cores for task

actions, since spawns and reconnections can only happen between adjacent cores. At any point, the

oldest task is referred to as thelead taskor thenon-speculative tasksince its actions are not

data-speculative in nature. Other tasks are speculative, with the youngest (and logically the most

distant) task being the most speculative task.
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6.2 Management of Data-Dependences

Figure 6.3: Pipeline of an individual Polyflow core.

There can be data dependences going from the spawner task to aspeculative task spawned onto

another core. These data-dependences need to be enforced tomaintain correct execution. Polyflow

enforces these data-dependences using the following techniques: speculation, synchronization and

(in a very limited sense) value prediction. There can be two type of data-dependences:

register-based and memory-based. The techniques used for the two cases are somewhat different.

6.2.1 Register Dependences

Register-based data dependences are somewhat easier to identify and enforce than memory

dependences, as has also been observed by previous work. Register-based dependences can be

unambiguously identified through a static analysis and can also easily be learned dynamically.

Further, the limited number of registers in architectures makes tracking register-based dependences

an easier task.

Polyflow’s solution to enforcing inter-task register dependences is to identify instructions in the

spawned task that might depend upon register values that will be produced in the spawner task, and

make these (potentially) dependent instructions in the spanwed task wait until their value becomes

available from the spawner task (or it is verified that the latest value was already available). In

other words, Polyflow predicts inter-task register dependences, and synchronizes (potentially)

dependent instructions on producers in earlier tasks.

Polyflow uses a dynamic structure in the architecture to train on the register-dependences between

potential tasks. This structure, referred to as RSync [47] can train very quickly and can be used as

a very accurate dependence predictor for future spawns of that task. Register dependence

information is stored as a 32-bit (one bit for each register)vector for each task pair, with the bit for

corresponding register set high if it was ever observed to bewritten by the spawner task, signifying

that the spawned task may not have the latest value of the register and should “wait” on the value

from the spawner task. Since the spawner task might itself bewaiting on some register values from

the task that spawned it, these registers are also marked as “waits-for registers” at task spawn time.

If a register is written during task execution, its “waits-for” bit is cleared. In case a dependence
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was not identified, a reconnection-time check signals the dependence violation which causes the

violating task (and all later tasks) to be squashed. However, this is a rare action because the

dependence predictor is very accurate.

6.2.2 Value-Prediction for Callee-Saved Register Dependences

Polyflow employs a very limited form of value prediction to break some register dependences. The

specific case in which this is used is for callee-saved registers. These are the registers that must be

saved by any procedure before they can be used, and restored to their previous value before

returning from the procedure. The value stored in any such register is the same just after returning

from a call as it was just before making the call, even though there might have been several

inermediate writes to the register inside the called function. Polyflow leverages this insight to

remove such “false” register dependences from the writes toa callee-saved register in a procedure

to reads of that register after returning from that procedure if the spawned task jumps over the

function call altogether [5].

6.2.3 Memory Dependences

Memory dependences are tricker to deal with than register dependences because they are harder to

identify statically, involve more ambiguity than registerdependences, and because there are many

more memory locations than are registers. Polyflow uses a memory dependence predictor that is

similar in nature to RSync, except that it uses store sets identifiers [48] rather than registers. The

memory dependence predictor trains similar to RSync on memory accesses, and can generate a

memory waits-for bit vector for a task pair. This can be used to synchronize loads/stores in the

spawned task that access a particular store set.

However, a large number of memory accesses rarely/never alias to the same location even though

they might access the same store set (which is a many-to-one mapping). In such cases, it might be

better to speculate that no dependence exists and suffer therare misspeculation penalty. Polyflow

takes this approach for memory accesses, and if the observeddependence frequency is quite high

for particular accesses, then tries to synchronize it basedon the memory dependence prediction

mechanism. This has been developed into an adaptive memory synchronizer, which adapts the

behavior for each memory access. Further details can be found in Malik’s thesis [49].

6.3 Disambiguation of Memory Accesses and Forwarding of Data

Speculation on memory accesses can fail when a consuming load in a later task executes before it

gets the correct data from the producing store in an earlier task. Such cases of failed speculation

must be detected and the incorrect execution rolled back to ensure correctness. Speculative

parallelization systems have a disambiguation mechanism to detect such violations. Polyflow’s

disambiguation mechanisms have evolved over time. Initialproposals used load-store queue based
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disambiguation, where each store broadcasts its address toother cores, and tasks on later cores can

compare their loads to the store address to detect violations. Malik [49] has explored other

complexity-effective solutions that enable disambiguation at load-retire time with a separate cache

structure for disambiguation, inspired by Roth’s approachfor superscalar disambiguation [50].

A related issue is forwarding of memory data to later tasks for loads that are not synchronized but

might still depend upon data from earlier tasks. Malik [49] refers to such loads as “lucky loads”

because the timing of their execution works out so that they get correct data from producer threads

even though they were not synchronized with their producers. Polyflow forwards memory data

through a single, chip-level speculative cache. All storeswrite their value to this speculative cache

upon execution, as proposed by Garg et al[51]. About 4% of dynamic loads receive their data from

this cache, which takes an extra delay (e.g. 5 cycles).

6.4 Non-Blocking Scheduling through Divert Queues

Instructions that need to be synchronized to enforce inter-task data dependences must wait until

data becomes available from producing task. This can incur considerable delay. Such synchronized

instructions and their transitive dependents can meanwhile block the scheduler, preventing

independent instructions in the task from executing. Polyflow addresses this concern by slicing out

such “waits-for” and “transitively waits-for” instructions at the rename stage into a separate FIFO

structure called divert queue. Only instructions whose dependences can be satisfied locally are

allowed to proceed (with the exception of speculated loads or operations whose inter-task data was

already available at spawn time). Instructions in the divert queue can be selectively “undiverted” as

and when their producers release values.

6.5 Release Policy for Synchronized Instructions

As mentioned above, Polyflow tries to synchronize register-based dependences and frequent

memory-based dependences that cross task boundary. Such dependent instructions are diverted and

delayed until the producer value is released to the consumerinstruction and is marked as ready to

be scheduled. The policy that decides when this action happens is referred to as “release policy”.

Polyflow releases a value from a spawner task to the successorspawnee task when the following

three conditions are met:

1. All branches in the spawner task have completed execution(thus Polyflow never releases

data produced by bad-path instructions fetched due to misspeculated branches).

2. The spawner task has fetched and renamed (down the correctpath) all instructions (in

program order) prior to the first instruction in the spawnee task (ensures that the last writer

has been seen).

3. The producer of the value has completed execution.
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When the first two conditions are satisfied, the tasks are saidto have reconnected. Therefore, the

value is released when the spawner task has reconnected to the current task, and the producer of

the value in the spawner task has also executed. If the dependence is from a task earlier than the

spawner task, then all the tasks from the producer task leading up to the current task must have

reconnected, and the producer instruction must also complete execution for the value to be

released. Malik [52] has also explored more aggressive policies that try to release values earlier

based on path confidence.

6.6 Task Spawn Management

The Task Spawn Unit (TSU) is responsible for managing tasking-related operations. The TSU

stores task information in form of spawner-spawnee PC pairsin the spawn cache. Each cycle, the

fetched PC is looked up in the spawn cache to see if it matches with one of the spawner PCs stored.

If so, the TSU attempts to spawn the corresponding spawnee PConto the next core if a task is not

already running on it. Since Polyflow spawns tasks in-order,once a task has spawned another task

on the next core, it cannot spawn another task in its lifetimeunless the spawned task is squashed

for some reason. If the next core is available, the TSU sends over a spawn command to the core.

The spawn command contains the following:

• The start PC of the spawned task.

• Register dependence information that informs the spawned task which register values need

to be synchronized. This is sent over as a 32-bit value as described above.

• Memory dependence information similar to the register dependence information.

Other actions also take place when a task is spawned. Branch history register for the spawned task

must be initialized. Polyflow does this by clearing the global history register for the newly

spawned task. Further, the spawned task needs values for theavailable registers. These are also

sent over at the time the task is spawned.
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CHAPTER 7

RELATED WORK IN SPECULATIVE
PARALLELIZATION

This thesis builds on top of contributions and insights froma large amount of previous work in the

area of speculative and automatic parallelization. This chapter summarizes representative work in

some of the important directions in this domain.

7.1 Compiler-driven Automatic Parallelization

A lot of work was done in the 1980s and 1990s in compiler-basedautomatic parallelization of

primarily scientific applications written in High-Performance Fortran. The focus was on

parallelizing the main loops in the applications. The high-level approach was to do a static

dependence analysis to construct the program dependence graph. Then, based on the result of this

dependence analysis for a candidate loop, transformationscould be applied to parallelize the loop.

Hall et al. [53] describe a taxonomy of some of the transformations to parallelize loops. The

transformations are divided into three categories: 1) Reordering: loop distribution, loop

interchange, loop fusion, statement interchange, loop skewing, loop reversal; 2) Dependence

breaking: privatization, array renaming, loop peeling, scalar expansion, loop splitting, loop

alignment; 3) Memory optimizing: strip mining, scalar replacement, loop unrolling, unroll and

jam; and 4) Miscellaneous: sequential↔ parallel, loop bounds adjusting, statement addition,

statement deletion. Several of these transformations are described in detail by Kennedy et al. [54].

A major limitation to compiler-based automatic parallelization approach was the accuracy of static

dependence analysis for memory-based dependences. Since memory accesses to different variables

can alias to the same location, the compiler has to assume potential memory-based dependence

between two memory accesses unless independence can be proved. This makes static memory

dependence analysis very conservative and can prevent parallelization of several loops and other

program regions where a dependence may not exist in practiceeven though independence cannot

be proved.

Some projects sought to overcome this limitation through programmer feedback about potential

dependences. ParaScope [53] is an interesting approach to an interactive but tool-aided program

parallelization. The tool does a conservative data-dependence analysis on the candidate loop to be

parallelized, and points out possible loop-carried data-dependences to the user. The user can reject

these dependences if he/she knows for sure that a dependencedoes not exist. In addition, the tool

allows the user to choose from a large set of transformationsto parallelize the loop, which
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significantly eases the task of loop parallelization.

SUIF Explorer [55] is a related approach to interactive program parallelization that combines the

benefit of static interprocedural analysis with dynamic profile information. The tool consists of a

“Loop Profile Analyzer” that points out the dominant loops inthe application, and a “Dynamic

Dependence Analyzer” that points out the data dependences that prevent parallelization. The focus

is on breaking loop-carried dependences potentially with user help so that the loop becomes a

DOALL loop. A slicing analysis can point out the statements that affect a particular conservatively

identified data-dependence in question, so that the user canjudge if the dependence actually exists

and if it can be broken through techniques such as privatization.

7.2 Speculative Parallelization

Except for simple cases, compiler-based automatic parallelization is unable to make much headway

due to the conservative nature of the dependence analysis. In particular, references to memory

locations can alias for pointer variables etc. In those cases, it is very hard for the compiler to prove

independence of memory accesses between proposed tasks/threads. This means that often the

compiler can’t parallelize many program regions because itis unable to prove data-independence,

even though there may not have been an actual dependence between the regions.

This serves as the motivation for speculative parallelization. The key enabler is data speculation on

ambiguous dependences. Data-speculation makes it possible to parallelize such regions where

static approaches can’t prove independence. If the dependence is unlikely, or infrequent,

parallelization can be carried out speculating that no dependence exists. This is backed up with

special hardware/software support that can detect if a “misspeculation” occurred, that is, there

actually was a dependence that was not enforced. In such a case, there is a recovery mechanism,

which might involve discarding all speculatively executedinstructions and restarting execution

from a correct program state.

Several research projects have explored speculative parallelization using data-speculation, also

referred to as speculative multithreading or thread-levelspeculation (TLS). The Multiscalar project

was a pioneer in hardware-based data speculation for parallelization [31]. Several other projects

have explored this domain, including the CMU Stampede project [32], Stanford Hydra [33],

Illinois TLS [34], Dynamic Multi-Threaded Processors project [35] and several others, for

example [36–40].

Besides the above systems, there have been other flavors of speculative parallelization (SP) as well.

Two of the important ones are control-independence processors and helper threading systems. The

former class typically consists of a single fetch-unit thatcan leverage control-independence to

make better use of the available fetch bandwidth and reduce the wastage from mispredicted

branches. Skipper [27] and Transparent Control Independence [28] are two such systems. Both

these systems need extra support for managing data-dependences correctly much like speculative

parallelization systems. However, they are limited in scope compared to full-blown SP systems due
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to the restriction of a single fetch-unit.

Another class of SP systems are those that pre-execute performance degrading events (PDEs) [56]

in separate speculative threads, thereby improving performance by prefetching data or

precomputing branch results [57]. These systems can spawn threads that consist of just the

backward slice leading up to the PDE. Such “helper” threads can prefetch data for the main threads

or precompute branch results, but don’t actually commit anystate and therefore improve

performance through side-effects.

7.2.1 Challenges to Speculative Parallelization

There are numerous challenges to successful speculative parallelization. First, it requires extra

architectural support for speculation which includes timely detection of misspeculation and

support for roll-back to maintain correct execution. Thus,it requires extra silicon area (and

associated costs in circuit complexity and extra power consumption). Much research has been done

to develop architectural mechanisms for speculative parallelization that minimize the impact on

power consumption, circuit complexity, and impact on circuit critical path.

Another challenge is maintaining correctness of executionby preserving sequential semantics

externally even though the application is speculatively parallelized internally. The key impediment

to this requirement is the presence of data-dependences between the speculative tasks that must be

enforced. If dependences are frequent and predictable, they can be synchronized with hardware

(and/or compiler support) support [47]. Otherwise, systems can speculate that there was no

dependence, and roll-back upon detecting a dependence thatwas not enforced. Based upon the

nature of the dependence, one mechanism might suffer lower cost than the other. Future (in

program order) speculative tasks might need values computed by earlier threads, and this might

need extra communication channels such as a separate inter-core operand bus.

Finally, the above architectural techniques introduce costs to spawning a future region as a

speculative task, in the form of penalties for communicating values to the task, the extra delay

incurred by synchronized dependences compared to single-threaded execution, penalty incurred by

misspeculated dependences, and other overheads associated with speculative tasking. Therefore,

another major challenge is deciding how best to partition the application into speculative tasks to

maximize the achieved parallel performance. Tasks that expose a lot of parallelism while incurring

low cost can lead to large increases in performance. Conversely, tasks that incur large

costs/penalties without yielding much parallelism can slow performance down.

7.3 Task Selection for Speculative Parallelization

The policy that decides which tasks are spawned for speculative parallelization is referred to as the

“task selection” policy, and constitutes a major chunk of this thesis. Designing a good task

selection policy is a challenging problem because there aretypically a large set of task choices

available for any given application, but only a few of them might be profitable to performance. The
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source of profitability can vary because parallelism can come from cache misses, mispredicted

branches, independent instructions, etc. Parallelism cancome from many sources and can come

from regular tasks such as loop iterations, or might be irregular in nature. Finally, the profitability

of a task also depends upon the cost imposed by data dependences and other tasking actions.

Task selection for speculative parallelization has been approached in multiple ways, varying from

compiler identification of tasks, to dynamic heuristic-based task creation. This section summarizes

some of the representative related work in this area. There are two axes along which the related

work can be classified. First is the set of potential task choices that systems consider for speculative

parallelization. The second is the way in which systems do a cost-benefit analysis on the available

task choices, and select those that provide large benefits, and suffer from minimal costs.

7.3.1 Potential Task Choices Considered

There are mainly two schools of thought in this direction. One set of systems rely on regular tasks

based on program constructs like loops and procedure calls.The benefit of this approach is that

these tasks are easy to identify, lead to a reasonable numberof tasks that can be analyzed well, and

hopefully lead to good coverage of program execution. The other approach is to allow a larger set

of tasks that might be irregular in nature. The benefit of thisapproach is greater flexibility that

enables successful parallelization even if parallelism cannot be found through regular tasks. This

section describes the approach that several systems have taken.

Many compilers for thread-level speculation (TLS) rely on loops as candidates for parallel

execution, and loop iterations are the only possible tasks.Loop unrolling, and loop interchange are

applied in conjunction with task selection to create tasks of suitable sizes. This includes the

STAMPEDE system [58, 59] which focusses on loops that provide high program coverage, and

considers different unrolled versions of such loops as possible tasks. Several other systems also

focus solely on loop iterations as speculative tasks, such as the TEST system [60], Du et. al [61],

Wang et. al [62], and many others [40, 59, 63]. The clustered speculative multithreaded processor

used a dynamic loop detector to identify and spawn loop iterations as tasks [64]. Such

loop-iteration based spawns were found to be preferable to loop fall through or procedure fall

through spawns in the context of the clustered speculative multithreaded processors [65].

Some systems consider, in addition to loop iterations, tasks that include loop continuations,

procedure calls and procedure fall-throughs [43, 66]. The Dynamic Multi-Threading (DMT)

processor [35] uses dynamic heuristics to spawn at procedure and loop fall-throughs. It

approximates loop fall-throughs by spawning the static address directly following each backward

branch. A history buffer is used to predict after-loop thread addresses that differ from this default

value. A subsequent work [67] implements a run-ahead policythat also spawns the instruction

following an L3 cache miss.

However, for several applications, regular tasks derived from loops and procedure calls may not be

enough, because parallelism might be more irregular in nature and there might be complex

control-flow involved. A broader set of tasks might need to beconsidered. One of the contributions
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of this thesis is a demonstration that tasks derived from postdominator analysis subsume heuristics

like loop and procedure spawns, but also provide a variety ofother task options that are important

for performance. But there have been previous systems that have considered a broad set of tasks.

The Multiscalar compiler [68, 69] allowed a region of the Control-Flow Graph (CFG) to be

arbitrarily partitioned into two tasks through a cut. The only restriction being that each task had a

single entry point, and all basic blocks within a task were connected. While this allowed for general

tasks, it also introduced the potential for inter-task control misspeculation since a task could have

several successors and spawning a task required speculating that it would be reached in future.

There are ways of reducing the control misspeculation penalty. SPSM [70] was an early

speculative multithreading system that considered tasks that are control equivalent to their spawner

for starting new tasks. Control equivalence means that tasks are control non-speculative with

respect to their spawner. Other systems try to use profiled path information to create speculative

tasks along the frequently executed paths. Control Quasi-Independence (CQIP) uses profile

information to reconstruct the dynamic program control flowgraph with edges weighted by

execution frequency [71]. Basic block pairs that are likelyto lie on the same path are identified as

possible spawning point and control quasi-independent points. Bhowmik et al. [72] also describe a

compiler system that uses path profiles to identify tasks. Itstarts out by trying to create tasks out of

loop iterations. Next, it tries to create tasks along commonpaths, as well as infrequent paths, for

each immediate postdominator pair.

The Skipper [27] processor exploits control independence to skip instructions control dependent on

hard to predict branches. When it encounters a low-confidence branch, it skips the region

control-dependent upon the branch, and instead fetches andexecutes instruction control

independent of those branches. In a sense, it “spawns” the closest postdominator of the branch,

although this is done for a single-fetch unit processor.

7.3.2 Heuristics to Estimate Task Benefit

The other important aspect of a task selection policy is the strategy to make a selection from the

available choices. A large number of task choices might be available to a speculative

parallelization system. However tasks can compete with each other. That is, spawning one task

might preclude spawning a set of tasks because it might overlap with these tasks (partially or

completely). Further, even non-overlapping tasks can compete for limited thread resources. It is

the job of the task selection policy to make a selection that maximizes the achieved performance

given the available resources.

This is a hard problem because it is not straightforward to estimate the impact of a given task

choice on performance when it is spawned. A variety of sources of parallelism and costs can affect

individual task profitability. The other consideration to be taken into account is how do a set of

tasks affect each other with regards to resource contentionas well as other factors like penalties,

etc. This section summarizes how different projects approach task selection.

The STAMPEDE TLS system [58] shortlists a set of loops, and considers different unrolled
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versions of these loops as potential tasks. In order to understand which tasks are profitable, it runs

each potential task in isolation on the detailed TLS model tomeasure improvement from each

possible version. The best unrolled version is selected foreach loop spawn point. However, this

approach is unlikely to be profitable where a large number of task choices are available, and so

other systems have explored heuristics to estimate task profitability.

Another somewhat more sophisticated trace-analysis technique is used by the Mitosis

compiler [73]. It builds upon the idea of Control-Quasi Independence [71] to select tasks, while

ensuring a minimum task length. One of the novel aspects of the Mitosis system is that it tries to

avoid costly inter-task data communication by generating precomputation slices (or p-slices) for

each task to compute live-in values. It uses extensive CFG and Data-edge profiling to identify

live-ins for p-slices. Next, it has a selection phase that runs on synthetic traces. The phase operates

on a given subroutine (and loop level) at a time, and makes a selection for that level, and this step

is repeated from the innermost to the outermost subroutine.Within each step, a greedy selection

heuristic expands the set of selected tasks by iteratively picking the task that maximally improves

performance over current selection until no further improvement is achieved. To evaluate the

performance for a given selection, it “simulates” speculative parallelization on the synthetic trace.

However, the simulation is done on an abstract model of the system modeling few architectural

details, for example assuming that each instruction takes unit time, and therefore can be made

faster than a more detailed model.

Other systems use profiling information about task size and dependences and use heuristics to

make their selection. The Multiscalar compiler [68, 69] identifies the following as main costs to

speculative parallelization: control flow speculation, data communication, data-dependence

speculation, load imbalance, and task overhead. These costs are incorporated in a selection

heuristic that performs task selection by walking the static program control-flow graph (CFG) and

partitioning it into tasks. There are three heuristics: task size, inter-task control flow, and inter-task

data dependences. The task size heuristic uses loop unrolling and function inlining to make tasks

of appropriate size, and thus minimize load-imbalance. Tasks are not allowed to cross loop or

function entries or exits. The control-flow heuristic limits the number of successors of a task to

reduce cost of inter-task control misspeculation. The data-dependence heuristic tries to place

producer and consumers of frequent dependences within the same task. A later related work [74]

annotates the static CFG with edge weights that combine the impact of load imbalance,

data-dependence cost as well as control prediction penaltyinto one single metric, thereby giving

equal consideration to all three. The min-cut algorithm is then used to best partition the CFG into

tasks.

The factors identified above are indeed the most important considerations in task selection. The

inter-task control-misspeculation aspect is somewhat specific to Multiscalar due to the extra

flexibility it allows in terms of task structure. Several other systems focus on just load imbalance

and data-dependences. For example, Du et. al [61] focus on minimizing misspeculation cost due to

data-dependences in spawned tasks. They construct a control-data flow graph where
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data-dependence edges are annotated with profiled dependence probabilities. This helps estimate

the data misspeculation cost for a given loop spawn option (their system doesn’t synchronize

memory dependences). The selection component uses the estimated misspeculation cost and task

size for admittance.

Similarly, Wang et. al [62] profile to estimate the probability that the spawned task will suffer a

data misspeculation and the cost of this misspeculation. Profiling is also used to estimate

communication and synchronization delays. These are used for task selection, along with task size

information. An interesting aspect is that they construct aloop graph that captures loop nesting

relationships. The loop nest that maximizes parallel performance is selected for spawning.

Bhowmik et al. [72] also follow a similar approach that considers task size and cost of

data-dependences for task selection. They have two heuristics to estimate the cost of

data-dependence: Data-Dependence Count (DDC), and Data-Dependence Distance (DDD). The

DDD heuristic is similar to the synchronization delay heuristic in that it estimates the minimum

stall time of the consumer instruction due to producer in theprevious task. The DDC heuristic, on

the other hand, counts the number of data-dependences that cross the task boundary, with lower

weight given to distant dependences.

The TEST system [60] also relies on task size and data-dependence cost to make its selection. An

interesting aspect is that it provides dynamic task selection support in the Java Virtual Machine, by

profiling prospective loops (referred to as Speculative Thread Loops or STLs in the study) to select

the most profitable loops for speculative parallelization.The profiler does two analyses to quantify

the potential of a prospective loop: load dependency analysis, that tries to capture the impact of

inter-task store-to-load dependencies on performance, and speculative state overflow analysis,

which checks that the task is of appropriate granularity andwon’t overflow speculative buffers.

Loops that provide good coverage and meet thresholds on above metrics are selected.

Other systems realize that there are other factors besides task size that determine task profitability.

The POSH compiler [43] profiles to measure/estimate the following information for each task

choice: the number of instructions in the spawned task that overlap the spawner task, wastage due

to squashes resulting from dependence violations, and prefetching benefits due to original cache

misses that were fetched earlier due to the spawn. These are combined into a single “benefit”

metric that is used for admittance. The compiler also tries to hoist loop, loop fall-through, and

procedure fall-through spawn points as high as possible, using control equivalence along with

other constraints on data dependence and task spawn ordering.

7.4 Program Transformations for Speculative Parallelizability

7.4.1 Speculative Program Transformations

Static or run-time approaches that take a given applicationbinary and try to best partition it into

tasks are constrained because they have to preserve application semantics. However, there can be

some flexibility in terms of recompiling the application if it leads to significant improvements in
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parallelizability. Non-speculative loop transformations like unrolling, distribution, interchange,

etc. are applicable in general and also to speculative parallelization. However, support for

speculation enables another set of “speculative transformations” that get high performance in the

common case, but can catch violations in the rare case to maintain correctness. Two main projects

have explored this domain.

Vachharajani et al. [75] propose Speculative Decoupled Software Pipelining (SpecDSWP) as a

technique to parallelize loops that contain dependences and recurrences, with the help of control-

and data-speculation. The work is motivated by the conceptsof software pipelining. The program

dependence graph (PDG) of the candidate loop is divided up into multiple strongly connected

components (SCCs), such that there are no cyclic dependences between any SCCs. These

components are then run as separate tasks. Dependences thatare speculated upon can be removed

from the PDG to parallelize many loops. Queues are maintained to buffer inter-task data

communication.

Zhong et al. [76] present speculative transformations thatcan enable speculative parallelization of

a large number of loops. These transformations are adaptations of counterparts from the domain of

automatic (non-speculative) parallelization of Fortran programs. The transformations evaluated

include speculative loop fission, prematerialization, infrequent dependence isolation, variable

privatization, reduction variable expansion, and ignoring long-distance memory dependences.

7.4.2 Revisiting Application Implementation

Often there are major roadblocks to parallelization imposed by the way the application is written,

and parallelization is prevented by the need to preserve application semantics. Researchers have

explored the scope for parallelization by minor refactoring of applications (and potentially relaxing

application semantics) targeted towards speculative parallelization.

Prabhu et al.[77] explored the potential of thread level speculation for several SPEC2000

applications by manually applying transformations such asparallel reductions, loop slicing, etc

where applicable. They also explored advanced value prediction techniques to reduce the cost of

data dependences. They observe high costs from managing inter-task data dependences and

communication, and the overheads of speculative parallelization.

Bridges et al.[78] show that the upside potential of speculative parallelization can be enhanced by

compromising on sequential semantics. They identify places in the code where they can place

annotations that specify legal transformations, such as reordering multiple invocations of a

function with respect to each other (commutative) and sacrificing the quality of result (e.g.

compression ratio) for parallel performance. However, their modeled architecture is not restrictive

in terms of task sizes, cost of inter-task data-dependences, etc. Our study explores the costs

imposed by several such constraints to understand the performance potentials and bottlenecks for

different architectural choices. Our parallelization maintains sequential semantics.
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CHAPTER 8

TASK SELECTION FOR POLYFLOW

Chapter 5 developed a criticality-driven model of task behavior. This chapter shows one

application of that model to make task selection for speculative parallelization on Polyflow

architecture. The chapter also compares the performance ofthat task selection policy against other

selection heuristics from literature, and shows that the model enables the design of a superior

policy.

8.1 Comparison Policies

Section 7.3 described a variety of task selection strategies used in several speculative

parallelization systems. Doing a fair and quantitative comparison against each one of those policies

is tough because each system has its own nuances and effects that dominate the behavior. For

example, systems that suffer large amounts of memory misspeculations need to minimize that to be

profitable and therefore most of the focus is on selecting tasks that minimize the chance of

misspeculations. Systems that don’t slice out instructions dependent on inter-task dataflow block

later independent instructions and therefore suffer a large synchronization cost whenever any

data-dependence crosses task boundary. Polyflow tries to minimize inter-task data misspeculations

by synchronizing on frequent dependences (section 6.2) andimplements a non-blocking scheduler

as described in section 6.4. Therefore policies that workedwell on some other systems may not be

as useful on Polyflow because of the underlying architectural techniques in play.

With these points in mind, this section tries to adapt some task selection policies in previous work

for Polyflow. Section 8.1.1 develops a policy based on the insights of Skipper and DMT systems.

Then section 8.1.2 develops a policy based on Multiscalar task selection policy, but this also

captures the insights from other systems such as Johnson et al.[74], Du et. al [61], and the

Data-Dependence Count (DDC) heuristic of Bhowmik et al. [72].

8.1.1 Closest Spawn Policy

The first comparison policy used tries to approximate the task spawn policy used in Skipper [27]

and DMT [35] architectures. The Skipper architecture, uponencountering a low-confidence

branch, spawns the closest control-independent point of that low-confidence branch as a task that

runs on a separate hardware context. The DMT architecture spawns the fall-throughs of loop
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Figure 8.1: Performance of a speculative parallelization system that spawns the closest available
control-independent point.

branches and procedure calls as a separate task.

The policy implemented here subsumes the two policies mentioned above. It tries to spawns the

closest (immediate) postdominator as a separate task. Thusit captures the closest postdominators

of low-confidence branches (Skipper policy). In addition, fall-throughs of procedures and loops are

the immediate postdominators of the loop branch and procedure call respectively. Therefore these

are also captured, thereby subsuming the DMT policy. This isin addition to the architectural

improvements in Polyflow over DMT architecture.

Figure 8.1 shows the performance of this policy on a 4-core system when compared to that of a

single core of the system. The configuration is described in section 5.5.1. Note that the closest

postdominator policy performs much better than the reported performance for either the Skipper or

DMT architecture. Compared to Skipper, it captures a much wider set of task opportunities than

just the immediate postdominators of low-confidence branches. Further, the evaluation system is a

4-core speculative parallelization system, whereas the tasks spawned in Skipper shared the fetch

and execution bandwidth of a single superscalar core. Compared to DMT policy, this policy

captures a much wider set of tasks that includes tasks that jump over hammocks and that spawn

within inner loops.
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Figure 8.2: Performance of a speculative parallelization system where task selection is an approx-
imation of the Multiscalar policy. The selection policy places a maximum threshold on number
of data-dependences allowed to cross task boundary to eliminate potential tasks. The graph shows
performance for different thresholds.

8.1.2 Data-Dependence Count Policy

The next comparison policy used in this study tries to capture the insight behind Multiscalar

policy [68]. The policy starts with postdominator analysisto get potential spawner-spawnee pairs.

The spawnee pairs are control-independent of the spawner points, thereby eliminating task

squashes from control misspeculation (Control Flow Heuristic). Next, tasks that are too large

(larger than 1K instructions on average) or too small (less than 10 instructions) are pruned out

(Task Size Heuristic). Finally, a limit is placed on the number of data-dependences that can cross

the task boundary. Tasks choices that cause too many data-dependences to cross task boundary as

determined by a threshold are eliminated (Data Depenence Heuristic).

Figure 8.2 plots the performance of this selection policy, for varying thresholds on the crossing

data-dependences. Note that the dependence count uses profile information as opposed to just

counting using a static dependence graph. Therefore it is more accurate in that it accounts only for

the data-dependences that are exercised at run-time.

There are several points to note here. There are some benchmarks where imposing a strict
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threshold (i.e. fewer dependences) is sometimes better than a more relaxed threshold. For example,

for equake, allowing 30 or more inter-task dependences degrades the task selection. Similarly, in

twolf, moving beyond 15 dependences makes the performance worse. But overall, it is profitable to

not restrict the count of inter-task data-dependences.
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Figure 8.3: Relationship between the number of crossing data-dependences and the predicted benefit
of a task using the model of chapter 5 and for the benchmark gcc.

There are several reasons why this heuristic doesn’t work inthe Polyflow system. As mentioned

above, Polyflow tries to synchronize on frequent data-dependences, and also implements a

non-blocking scheduler. Therefore, the number of inter-task data-dependences is not a good metric

of the benefit of a task. Rather, it is the minimum of the adjusted slack on all such inter-task

data-dependences for a given task, as explained in section 5.3. Even a single dependence can make

a task perform poorly if it has low slack. On the other hand, a task with a large number of

data-dependences crossing the task boundary might still beprofitable if all the dependences have

ample slack.

Figure 8.3 plots the relationship between the number of data-dependences crossing the boundary

for each potential task in gcc and the average benefit of spawning that task alone as predicted by

the model of chapter 5. The model was validated to be accurate(figure 5.12). The figure shows

that there is little correlation between the number of data-dependences and task benefit. In

particular, several tasks with few data-dependences perform quite poorly. On the other hand, tasks
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with a relatively large number of inter-task data-dependences (e.g. between 50 and 60) sometimes

perform reasonably well.

8.2 Task Selection in Polyflow

Task selection in Polyflow involves two stages. First the model of chapter 8 is used to place a

threshold on individual task behavior. The next stage incorporates containment relationship

between tasks to improve on the task selection.

8.2.1 Impact of Threshold
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Figure 8.4: Impact of placing a threshold on task benefit as predicted by the model of section 5. Per-
formance is shown as speedup of a 4-core Polyflow system over asingle superscalar core. Closest
and Data-dependence Count (with count of 35) spawn policiesare shown for comparison.

The first step in making a task selection involves placing an admittance criterion on individual task

performance. This uses the predictions from the task benefitmodel to estimate individual task

behavior. Figure 8.4 shows the effect of placing a per-task threshold on performance. The Closest

spawn policy of section 8.1.1 and the Data-dependence Countpolicy of section 8.1.2 are shown for

comparison.
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There are several points to note. Firstly, just placing a threshold of 0 can lead to dramatically

improved performance, by pruning out task choices that degrade performance. Mcf and gzip

illustrate this case, where most of the tasks degrade performance and these are eliminated.

However, the impact of placing stricter thresholds can varydepending on the utilization and

contention for thread resources. Benchmarks like twolf andvortex have a large number of task

choices that contend for limited cores and therefore stricter threshold work better in these

benchmarks. On the other hand, for cases like perlbmk, too strict thresholds leave few task choices

and leads to lower performance. A simple solution is to select a medium threshold (e.g. 20 or 40)

which would work reasonably well for most benchmarks.

An interesting case is observed for art, where the closest spawn policy outperforms both

Data-dependence Count and threshold-based spawn policies. This is because of the minimum size

of 10 used in both these policies. This improves performancefor overall except for art. Art spends

a lot of its time in a very small but long-running loop which creates a difficult choice for the

system. It can either spawn very small tasks for each inner-loop iteration, or not spawn at all since

the loop fall-through is quite distant. The minimum task size of 10 causes this loop to become

Almdahl’s sequentializing bottleneck in threshold-basedpolicy. Such loops could perhaps be

tackled with transformations like unrolling or strip-mining.

8.2.2 Nesting Analysis for In-order Task Spawning

Figure 8.5: An example of nested loop. Polyflow has to decide between exploiting inner loop
parallelism and parallelism in the outer loop.

The above policies as well as the task selection policies in most speculative parallelization systems
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Figure 8.6: Performance impact of incorporating nesting relationships between tasks along with a
threshold on individual tasks.

consider task behavior in isolation. However, most speculative parallelization systems spawn tasks

in-order which means that once a task has spawned a later task, all the spawn opportunities that lie

between these two tasks will be ignored (unless the later task is squashed for some reason). This

restriction is particularly important for selected tasks that are nested within other selected tasks, or

overlap partially with other tasks. Such tasks are unlikelyto be spawned even though they were

selected. But often nested tasks might perform better than the task that encloses them. For

example, for nested loops, spawning within the inner loop might be better than spawning in the

outer loop. This might be influenced by a number of factors including data-dependences. In other

cases, however, the enclosing task might be better. Thus, itis important to spawn at the correct

nesting level. Figure 8.5 illustrates the choice facing Polyflow for the case of a nested loop.

In Polyflow this problem is approached by constructing a nesting graph of all potential tasks that

pass an individual benefit threshold. This is a generalization of the loop graph construct [62]. It is a

directed graph. Each node in the graph represents a potential task. Edges are directed and represent

containment relationship. Thus, if a task B is contained in atask A such that there is no other task

that completely contains B and is contained in A, then there is an edge from A to B. The task B

might itself contain other smaller tasks, so there might be an edge from B to other tasks.

At each node, information is stored about the task being represented. The information stored is the
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Figure 8.7: A summary of performance achieved by different task selection policies.

count of the task for the containment represented as well as the average benefit of the task. Note

that a task B might not be contained within another task A for all of its occurrences, therefore only

the contained instances of B are tracked for the path A→B. This graph can be used to find cases

where an overall better task is nested inside an inferior choice (the metric is contained count times

average improvement per instance). All successors are considered, not just the immediate

successor. Therefore, the graph is traversed all the way down to leaf nodes. If a superior nested

task is found, the inferior outer spawn choice(s) can be eliminated.

The policy implemented here also tries to incorporate the effect of limited cores. Sometimes a

nested choice can be more profitable but might need to spawn many more instances. In such a case,

the outer task might be better because it uses cores more judiciously. The solution used here is to

disable the outer task if an inner task delivers higher performance without requiring more than

twice the number of cores.

Figure 8.6 shows the result of incorporating nesting analysis into task selection. This can lead to

significant improvement in performance for several benchmarks. The notable gainers are crafty,

gcc, twolf, and vpr.route. The default behavior, without nesting analysis, is to spawn the first

spawn choice that becomes available. This gives preferenceto outer tasks over the tasks that they

enclose. Nesting analysis can disable such enclosing taskswhen better choices exist inside. For the
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Figure 8.8: Critical path edge latency breakdown for superscalar and speculatively parallel execu-
tions.

above-mentioned benchmarks, there are several nesting levels comprising procedure calls, loop

and hammock branches. Spawning at the right nesting level istherefore important to performance.

Figure 8.7 deconstructs the gains achieved by the Polyflow task selection policy. Overall it

represents an average of 12% improvement in performance over the Multiscalar heuristic, which

comes from having a better model and from nesting analysis. The nesting analysis itself is enabled

by the accurate model of chapter 5, since it needs to compare the behavior of different potential

tasks.

8.3 Understanding Performance

Section 8.2 shows impressive performance for Polyflow task selection policy. This section tries to

analyze the source of those performance gains. Figure 8.8 shows the breakdown of critical path

latency for a set of benchmarks, for superscalar execution as well as for Polyflow execution. The

Polyflow selection policy attacks a variety of application performance bottlenecks, and thus its

gains come from a wide range of sources:

• Fetch Benefit: Limited fetch (and execution) bandwidth in a single threadunit restricts the

peak fetch rate, even though additional parallelism existsin the region. This corresponds to

the traditional notion of “parallelism”, that is, independent instructions that could not be

fetched/executed earlier due to insufficient bandwidth. Spawning allows additional fetch

units to be used, allowing for a higher peak fetch rate. E.g. apsi and vortex. Corresponds to

“Fetch-BW” bar.
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• Instruction Cache Benefit: Instruction cache misses stall the frontend and delay the fetch

of future independent instructions even if they are alreadypresent in the cache. Spawning

allows multiple units to fetch instructions independently, misses in one thread need not stall

fetch in another unit. E.g. gcc and vortex. Corresponds to “Icache-Miss” bar in the graph.

• Branch Misprediction Benefit: Mispredicted branches delays fetch of all future

instructions, even those that are control-independent of the branch. Spawning in

control-independent regions of the program allows other threads to keep making progress,

even when one thread gets stuck on a mispredicted branch. E.g. crafty, twolf, vpr.place and

vpr.route. Corresponds to “Branch-Mispred” bar.

• Window Benefit: Long latency load misses and limited parallelism in currentregion stall

the frontend due to a full reorder buffer or scheduler until space frees up. Spawning creates a

larger (distributed) window of instructions for exploiting parallelism further out, or for

getting to data misses sooner. Resource stalls in one unit need not stall fetch in another unit

that has space in its buffers. E.g. equake and swim. This comes from a combination of the

”Window-Stall”, ”LD-Miss” and ”Execute” bars.

Note that some of the bars might actually increase rather than become smaller. For example, in

swim, the “Fetch-BW” contribution to critical path becomeslarger in Polyflow execution. The

original critical path was dominated by load-misses and thewindow stalls induced by these misses.

Polyflow was successfully able to remove a large number of these misses and stalls from the

critical path. The next longest path became the new criticalpath and comprised of many fetch

edges in this case. This indicates that there is even more parallelism in Swim which the current

architecture was unable to exploit due to limited cores and from the restriction of spawning tasks

in-order. On the other hand, increases in contribution of “Execute” component (e.g. Vortex)

implies that the execution is starting to approach dataflow height and that limited unexploited

parallelism might exist on this architecture.
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PART III

ENHANCING PARALLELISM

THROUGH BOTTLENECK

REMOVAL
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CHAPTER 9

APPLICATION BOTTLENECKS TO
PARALLELIZATION

This chapter addresses the challenge of performance debugging the parallelization process. For

some applications, implicit parallelization approaches work well “out of the box” and sufficient

performance is attained. But for many applications, the first-cut effort leads to low improvements

and a feedback mechanism is needed to help iteratively improve the application until sufficient

performance is attained.

A major challenge in parallelization of applications comesfrom inter-thread or inter-task

data-dependences that pose bottlenecks to parallel performance often in unforeseen (and usually

unintended) ways. Parallelization, whether implicit or explicit, needs performance debugging to

weed out such bottlenecks. However, such performance debugging requires time and effort. A lack

of tools to aid in this step makes parallelizing single-threaded applications a very time-consuming

and ad-hoc process.

This chapter develops a tool to analyze single-threaded applications for parallelism. The tool is

called “SoftwareParallelization BottleneckAnalyzer” or SPARTAN. SPARTAN identifies

data-dependences in applications that are likely to constrain parallelization, and therefore pose

bottlenecks to parallel performance. The tool also quantifies the estimated performance benefit of

alleviating a particular bottleneck (or of specified combinations).

9.1 Background

SPARTAN is built around two key concepts: first, it does a dependence height study to estimate the

potential of parallelizing an application(section 9.1.1); and second it does a critical path

analysis [3] to identify the bottlenecks posed by data-dependences in parallelizing the application.

9.1.1 Abstract Dependence Height Analysis

An abstract dependence height study is a useful tool to get anupper bound on the performance

potential of parallelizing the application. One such studywas carried out by Lam and Wilson [7],

and described in section 3.1. The SP-CD-MF configuration in their study can be used to find the

dependence height of the program, which is the best any parallelization of the program could

achieve. This is because control-independent flows in the study represent a superset of the tasks

that could be simultaneously executing instructions. On the other hand, the above study is hugely
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optimistic in many ways, including allowing for an infinite fetch bandwidth to each flow, and the

ability to buffer an infinite number of instructions in each flow. This is something that cannot be

achieved by a real task unit.

SPARTAN’s dependence height study, on the other hand, imposes constraints on individual flows

corresponding to the constraints imposed on a real task unit(limited fetch bandwidth, buffer

constraints, etc). But it still allows for infinitely many flows to be executing simultaneously. This is

because limiting the number of flows would require making an optimal resource allocation

decision to calculate the upside potential, which is a hard problem. In addition, the study doesn’t

impose any cost to flow creation or inter-flow data communication. Thus, it obtains the benefits of

spawning each flow without incurring the costs seen in a real system. Again, finding the upside

potential that includes these costs would require making anoptimal flow selection to balance the

benefits and costs of flow creation, which is a hard problem. Note also that Lam and Wilson’s

study did not enforce reassociatable data-dependences such as those due to loop index variables.

SPARTAN does enforce these dependences and identifies them as bottlenecks if they have an

impact on performance.

In spite of the idealizations that remain, this version of the dependence height study is a more

useful tool to understand the amount and nature of parallelism in the application, and the

bottlenecks to further parallel performance. The next sections describe how to identify these

bottlenecks. Note that the rest of this chapter will not differentiate between a task and a flow for

easier reading.

9.1.2 Critical Path Analysis

In order to identify the bottlenecks to parallelism, SPARTAN does a critical path analysis for the

dependence height study described above. A dependence graph is constructed for the dependence

height study. This graph is based upon Fields’ dependence graph of superscalar execution [3]

described in section 3.2.1. Section 4.3.2 described how that model can be extended to capture

control-independent task spawns required for the above study. No extra costs are associated with

task-related edges. The longest path from the first fetch node in the dependence graph to the last

commit node provides the critical path that determines performance after parallelization.

Dependence edges on the critical path can provide useful information about the bottlenecks to

parallel performance.

9.2 Design of SPARTAN

SPARTAN is a software tool built on top of a trace generator. It analyzes a run of a single-threaded

application and lists data-dependences that will pose performance bottlenecks when the application

is parallelized. Internally the tool performs a dependenceheight analysis on the application trace.

This allows it to identify limiting data-dependences independently for any particular task

partitioning of the application. Next, SPARTAN breaks downthe program critical path to isolate
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Figure 9.1: Bottleneck identification steps.

top bottleneck data-dependences in the program. SPARTAN can also estimate the improvement in

parallel performance potential from removing a particularbottleneck dependence (or a

combination of dependences).

9.2.1 Functionality

SPARTAN works in two modes: bottleneck identification mode,and bottleneck quantification

mode. In the identification mode, the tool takes in a single-threaded application, and outputs a list

of data-dependences that it believes will pose important bottlenecks to parallel performance,

ranked by their relative importance. In the bottleneck quantification mode, it takes in, along with

the single-threaded application, a data-dependence (mostlikely identified in the identification

phase) or a list of such dependences, and outputs the expected improvement in parallel

performance potential when the bottleneck posed by that dependence is removed. Thus repeated

queries to SPARTAN can help identify the order in which bottlenecks should be removed.

9.2.2 Bottleneck Identification

SPARTAN is a software tool built on top of a trace generator. Figure 9.1 illustrates the steps

involved in bottleneck identification process. The trace generation step outputs the trace for the

single-threaded application running on a given input. Thisstep can use a trace generator similar to

Intel’s PIN [79]. This trace is passed on to the dependence height analysis step, which assigns a

timestamp to each instruction for its fetch (F), execution (E) and commit (C), following the

techniques of trace-based simulation of Wall [6] and modeling the constraints of the dependence

height study described in section 9.1.1. As described earlier, the dependence height study assigns

timestamps to each instruction to estimate the potential ofthe best-case parallelization of the

application in its current form. The next steps analyze chunks of trace at a time for good

performance.

These timestamps can then be used in the construction of the program dependence graph for the

dependence height study. This construction is done using the concepts of section 3.2. Once the

dependence graph has been constructed, SPARTAN computes the longest path from thestart node

of the graph to itsend node. This path represents theprogram critical path. Of particular interest

are the data-dependences on the critical path that cross flowboundaries. These represent a superset

of dependences that could pose a bottleneck to parallel performance, since the flows represent a

superset of tasks that could be created. The tool records allsuch dependences. In the end,
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Figure 9.2: Bottleneck quantification steps.

SPARTAN outputs the list of such observed critical data-dependences, sorted by the number of

times a particular dependence appears on the critical path through the trace.

Note that SPARTAN’s data-dependence list is not tied to any particular selection of tasks to

parallelize the application. This makes it particularly suited for refactoring a single-threaded

application for which an appropriate task partitioning is not yet known. SPARTAN could be

modified to identify the bottleneck dependences for a specific choice of tasks. The timestamp

assignment for a given task selection could be done using thedependence graph concepts of

section 4.3.2. Note also that instruction criticality analysis is typically used to identify architectural

bottlenecks, such as cache ports, branch prediction, etc. SPARTAN is a novel use of the critical

path analysis to learn about the application structure and data-dependences.

9.2.3 Bottleneck Quantification

The bottleneck quantification mode allows SPARTAN to estimate improvement in parallel

performance potential from removing a particular bottleneck dependence (or a combination of

dependences). The steps involved are illustrated in figure 9.2. The trace generation step proceeds

as before. In this mode, however, the programmer provides a list of the data-dependences that are

to be ignored. This information is incorporated in the dependence height analysis, where the

specified dependence constraints are not enforced. That is,the consumers of these dependences are

allowed to execute even before the specified producers have completed execution (other

dependences still need to be satisfied for the consumers). The result of this study gives the upside

potential of parallelization when the specified bottleneckis removed.

9.3 Bottleneck Analysis for Benchmarks

This section describes the results of running SPARTAN on a set of single-threaded benchmark

applications from the SPEC2000 suite, and gives some insights about the type of bottlenecks

observed. For the purpose of this study, the following SPEC Integer applications were analyzed:

vpr.place, twolf, parser and gzip. They are all single-threaded C applications. Table 9.1 gives brief

descriptions. These benchmarks are run on the Minnesota reduced input sets [45] for a

representative interval of 100M instructions. The next section presents the output from running
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Benchmark Description

175.vpr FPGA Circuit Placement and Routing
300.twolf Place and Route Simulator
197.parser Word Processing
164.gzip Compression

Table 9.1: SPEC Benchmarks chosen

int my_irand(int imax) {
/* Create random integer between 0 and imax */
int ival;
current_random = current_random * IA + IC;
ival = current_random & (IM-1); /* Modulus */
ival = (int)((float)ival * (float)(imax+0.999) /

(float)IM);
return (ival);

}

Figure 9.3: VPR Place Random number generator with bottleneck dependence highlighted.

SPARTAN on these applications, along with descriptions andcode snippets to illustrate the nature

of bottlenecks.

9.3.1 Bottlenecks in VPR Place

PC→PC From To Count

2688→263c my irand my irand 32611
9604→9604 try swap try swap 26129
2710→263c my frand my irand 25048
9604→967c try swap try swap 13360
26bc→92cc my irand try swap 12729
d39c→95fc net cost try swap 11679
92cc→9330 try swap try swap 11272
2688→26d4 my irand my frand 10775

Table 9.2: Bottleneck dependences in VPR Place sorted by thecount of the number of times a
particular dependence appeared on the critical path.

Table 9.2 lists the output of running SPARTAN on VPR Place. The tool identifies the address of

the producer and consumer instructions of the critical dependences. The tool annotates this

information with the function names of these instructions.This information can also be used to

trace back the lines in the code causing this dependence.

For VPR Place, quite surprisingly, a major hindrance to parallelization comes from the dependence

between successive calls to random number generator functions:my irand andmy frand , the

integer and floating point versions. These account for 3 of the top 8 bottlenecks. Figure 9.3

illustrates the code that causes this problem. The variablecurrent random is first read, and
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new_dbox(antrmptr, costptr)
int * costptr;
{

for (termptr=atnrmptr;
termptr;
termptr=termptr->nextterm) {

...
for (netptr=dimptr->netptr;

netptr;
netptr=netptr->nterm) {

oldx = netptr->xpos;
if (netptr->flag == 1) {

...
} else {

...
}

*costptr += ABS(newx-new_mean) -
ABS(oldx-old_mean);

}
}
return;

}

Figure 9.4:new dbox function in Twolf highlighting the bottleneck integer reduction.

then written in each call tomy irand (and also inmy frand ). This forces a sequentialization of

successive executions of the function, which becomes a bottleneck to parallel performance.

9.3.2 Bottlenecks in Twolf

PC→PC From To Count

1cfa4→1cf54 Yacm random Yacm random 70238
aaf8→ ab0c new dbox new dbox 28795
9dc8→ 9ddc new dbox a new dbox a 23161
1cfa4→1cfc4 Yacm random Yacm random 8031
ab10→ aaf8 new dbox new dbox 7687
9de0→ 9dc8 new dbox a new dbox a 5908

Table 9.3: Bottleneck dependences in Twolf sorted by the count of the number of times a particular
dependence appeared on the critical path.

The story in Twolf is quite similar to that of VPR Place. Table9.3 lists the top bottlenecks

identified by SPARTAN. As with VPR Place, random number generation is a major bottleneck to

parallelization. In addition, this study investigated thebottleneck in the functionsnew dbox and

new dbox a. These functions are nearly identical, as is the bottleneck, which comes from an

integer reduction illustrated in figure 9.4. The variablecostptr is an integer location that is read

and written in each iteration of a doubly nested loop. This prevents parallelization of both the inner

and the outer loop. This variable can easily be reassociatedwith large improvements in the
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potential.

9.3.3 Bottlenecks in Parser

From To Count

xfree xfree 462577
xfree xfree 21548
build clause build clause 7776
free disjuncts free disjuncts 5652
right table search right table search 4322
power prune powerprune 4223

Table 9.4: Bottleneck dependences in Parser sorted by the count of the number of times a particular
dependence appeared on the critical path.

Parser highlights another type of bottleneck dependence, arising from the allocation and freeing up

of memory in programs. This benchmark has its own memory management functions:xalloc

andxfree , and the top two dependences (where the third bottleneck is very distant) come from

the dependence within the functionxfree . Again, there is a dependence between successive calls

to xfree which prevents any meaningful parallelization of the application. But the dependence

could be easily removed by calling parallelizable allocators explored in literature.

9.3.4 Bottlenecks in Gzip

PC→PC From To Count

b3f8→b400 updcrc updcrc 766811
b3ec→b3f4 updcrc updcrc 766811
b5d8→b5e0 flush window flush window 425562
b5cc→b5d4 flush window flush window 425553
10ec→110c deflate deflate 216305
10fc→1110 deflate deflate 215441
1110→1118 deflate deflate 215305
110c→10c8 deflate deflate 209197

Table 9.5: Bottleneck dependences in Gzip sorted by the count of the number of times a particular
dependence appeared on the critical path.

Finally, a different class of dependences that limit parallelization was found in Gzip, listed in

table 9.5. These dependences have more to do with the choice of the algorithm which is inherently

sequential in nature, and less with the choice of library functions or implementation details. This is

illustrated through theupdcrc function in figure 9.5. Thecrc variable introduces

sequentialization between successive calls toupdcrc and parallelizing this requires domain

expertise and knowledge of the algorithm used.
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/* Run a set of bytes through the crc
shift register. */

ulg updcrc(s, n) {
/* temporary variable */
register ulg c;
/* shift reg contents */
static ulg crc = (ulg)0xffffffffL;
if (s == NULL) {

c = 0xffffffffL;
} else {
c = crc;
if (n) do {

c = crc_32_tab[((int)c ˆ ( * s++)) & 0xff] ˆ
(c >> 8);

} while (--n);
}
crc = c;
return c ˆ 0xffffffffL;

}

Figure 9.5:updcrc function in Gzip highlighting the sequential nature of algorithm.

9.3.5 Discussion

The observed bottleneck dependences can broadly be classified into two categories:

Essential dependences:These arise from the choice of high-level algorithm used in that it is

inherently sequential in nature, such as the case of Gzip. Parallelization would require domain

expertise. SPARTAN can be used as an aid to figure out the algorithms to redesign.

Accidental dependences:These are related to the specific way in which an otherwise parallelizable

task was coded up, therefore constraining parallelization. Examples are random number generation

in VPR and Twolf, memory allocation in parser, etc.

The latter case is the more interesting one, and is surprisingly frequent in the above case studies.

The fact that this is observed in SPEC Integer benchmarks, that are traditionally believed to not be

amenable to parallelization, makes it even more impressive. Encouragingly, the trend of accidental

dependences from within library functions shows a clear path forward, in the form of parallel

library versions that can be widely used to ease the task of the parallel programmer.

9.4 Quantifying Bottlenecks and Validation

This section does a case study of the VPR Place application, and validates that the predictions of

SPARTAN are relevant for an actual parallelization of the application.

9.4.1 Quantifying Bottlenecks in VPR

This study runs SPARTAN in the bottleneck quantification mode for VPR and gets the results

shown in table 9.6. The potential is shown as times speedup (X) over the performance (measured
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in instructions per cycle or IPC) on a single aggressive 4-wide out-of-order superscalar processor.

There is almost a 20-fold improvement in the performance potential, from 8.3X to 154.2X over

superscalar performance. This indicates that removing this dependence perhaps through

parallelizable or parallelized random-number generationcould lead to huge rewards.

Upside potential Upside potential
in original form with bottleneck removed

8.3X 154.2X

Table 9.6: Impact of removing the bottleneck from random-number generation on upside potential
of parallelization in VPR Place.

9.4.2 Potential for Parallel Performance on Polyflow

The next step is to test the applicability of results from SPARTAN on an actual parallelized version

of VPR Place. This step is carried out by implicitly parallelizing VPR Place on a Polyflow system.

Since Polyflow needs to buffer processor state until it can becommitted to the system, this limits

the scope of parallelization. In particular, the system cannot create arbitrarily large tasks, since

these would exceed the allowed buffer. The system thereforeallows tasks that have been profiled to

have an average length of at the most 1K instructions.

Upside potential Upside potential
in original form with bottleneck removed

7.0X 14.9X

Table 9.7: On the evaluation system, impact of removing the bottleneck from random-number gen-
eration on potential of parallelization .

This reduces the upside potential of application parallelization. Another dependence height study

is carried out to estimate the new upside potential of parallelization under this constraint

(table 9.7). The upside potential is found to drop from 8.3X to 7X when task size is restricted to

capture the above described constraint. In addition, the impact of removing the bottleneck from

random number generation is also considerably lower, from almost 20-folds down to 2-folds

improvement. This points to the fact that removing the bottleneck especially benefits large tasks

where earlier they were of little use (due to this dependence). This result also indicates a

bottleneck from the architecture (buffer size) as was also identified previously. Nevertheless a 2x

improvement in performance potential is still worth pursuing and the next section converts this

potential into useful performance.
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9.4.3 Speculative Parallelization of VPR

Having obtained an idea of the upside potential of implicit parallelization from SPARTAN from

removing the bottleneck, this section carries out an actualparallelization on the evaluation

multi-core system. First the application is partitioned into tasks as described in section 8.2. The

output of the task selection phase specifies how to break the application up into tasks. The

Polyflow system then internally parallelizes the application according to that task selection, while

giving the appearance of sequential execution externally.This study doesn’t constrain the number

of cores available in the system to allow a maximal exploitation of parallelism. Note that other

costs and constraints are still imposed as described in chapter 6.

The following improvements in performance are achieved on the evaluation Polyflow system:

Performance Performance
Improvement Improvement

in original form with bottleneck removed

2.3X 4.5X

Table 9.8: Measured performance on an implicit parallelization system, before and after removing
the bottleneck in VPR Place.

Note that when the bottleneck is removed, a new task selection optimized for the new version of

the application is generated. The achieved performance is significantly lower than the predicted

upside potential. This is because the experimental system incurs significant cost from inter-task

data synchronization and other task-related actions. Nevertheless, the achieved gains are quite

encouraging, and almost a two-folds increase in parallel performance is observed from removing

the bottleneck. This improvement is quite similar to the gains predicted by SPARTAN.

This improvement was further explored by identifying the top bottleneck dependences for implicit

parallelization of VPR in its original form. The top bottleneck dependence for this parallelization

was found to be same as identified by SPARTAN through its abstract dependence height analysis,

and listed in table 9.2. In fact, the top dependence lists match up quite well. This is indicative of

two things. Firstly, the Polyflow task selection phase generates a selection that is optimized for the

underlying architecture, and thus gets quite close to the application bottlenecks. Second,

SPARTAN through an abstract dependence height analysis is able to make quite meaningful and

useful predictions about the behavior of the application when parallelized on a real system.
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CHAPTER 10

ARCHITECTURAL BOTTLENECKS
TO PARALLELIZATION

Limit studies such as the dependence height study of Lam et. al [7] indicate high upside

performance potential for speculative parallelization. In practice, however, most speculative

parallelization systems achieve much lower performance than the upside potential predicted by

such limit studies. A major reason for this is that upside potential studies capture all possible

benefits of speculative parallelization without imposing many of the costs and constraints to

parallelization that arise in real systems. This chapter revisits major architectural constraints and

costs, and tries to quantify the impact of each of those factors on the performance achieved.

10.1 An Upside Potential Study

This section tries to quantify the upside potential of speculative parallelization. The study is

carried out for the application in its original form withoutany compiler transformations for

parallelization. There can be several transformations such as those described in section 7.4 that

improve the parallelizability of an application. However,incorporating the impact of parallelizing

transformations in the upside potential study is a computationally intractable problem because it

will require exploring, for each region of the application,all possible combinations of

transformations applicable. This study therefore limits itself to the application in its current form.

Chapter 9 tries to relax this restriction to enhance application parallelizability.

10.1.1 Methodology

This study builds upon the dependence height study of Lam et.al [7] that was previously described

in section 3.1. Lam’s study was interested in the upside potential of parallelization based on just

the application behavior and without considering the impact of any architectural constraints. The

objective of the current study is to incorporate constraints that are likely to be encountered in a

speculative parallelization architecture. But at the sametime, the study idealizes some of the costs

and resource constraints imposed by current architecturesto leave room for better mechanisms and

resource allocation policies in future architectures.

The high-level methodology is similar to Wall’s trace-analysis technique [6]. The study analyzes

an application trace, and tries to compute the earliest timeat which the trace could have completed,

based on the application and architectural constraints modeled. Table 10.1 summarizes the details
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Constraint Details

Application Dependences
True data-dependences, control-dependences that can’t bepre-
dicted correctly

Architectural Dependences
Within a Task

All constraints enforced within superscalar execution, in-order
fetch and commit, buffer constraints

Inter-Task Constraints
No extra penalty for inter-task data-dependences, task spawn
or task reconnect actions. No limitations on number of simul-
taneous tasks.

Latency on Edges

EE, EC, EF edges have same latency as in superscalar execu-
tion. FF edge latency within task models limited fetch band-
width. CC edges have zero latency. Inter-task spawn FF edges
have zero latency.

Table 10.1: Summary of Upside Potential Study

of the upside potential study.

The study starts with the SP-CD-MF configuration in Lam’s study. This is a very aggressive

configuration that enforces only the control-dependences that cannot be speculated upon

successfully. In addition, it allows for multiple flows, so an instruction can be executed as soon as

its control-dependences (that were not correctly speculated upon) and its incoming

data-dependences are resolved.

This study will use the term task instead of flow to avoid any confusion. For the current study, task

spawn points are obtained through a compiler postdominatoranalysis. Spawner points are the

ending points of basic blocks, which are usually branches and other control-transfer instructions. In

addition, for loops consisting of a single basic block, additional spawn points are included. These

points are chosen so as to avoid making the dependence on induction variables cross task boundary.

The spawnee point for any spawner is the nearest postdominator of the spawner point. Since the

other postdominators of the spawner task are also postdominators of the spawned task, these would

be spawned at some point in the future by a later task. Note that tasks can be spawned in a nested

manner, because new tasks might become available as controldependences are resolved.

10.1.2 Architectural Constraints Modeled

In addition to application control and data dependences, this study models other dependences to

capture architectural constraints. This is best visualized in terms of a dependence graph. Lam’s

study had a single node for each instruction, representing its execution. This study models the

Fetch, Execute, and Commit of each instruction as separate nodes, similar to Fields’ dependence

graph model [3]. This is done by keeping separate timestampsfor each instructions’s Fetch,

Execute and Commit. Thus application data-dependences aremodeled as EE edges and

control-dependences as EF edges.

Other constraints in a speculative parallelization (SP) architecture are also modeled. Since SP

architectures preserve sequential semantics, instructions are committed in-order, which is captured

through CC edges between successive instructions. Lam et. al associated a unit latency with each
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edge. This study associates the execution latency imposed by function units in a typical superscalar

processor on EE, EF and EC edges. This study also models a cache hierarchy, and therefore,

instructions and loads that miss in the cache can suffer a large delay.

The study simulates each task as executing on its own core. Therefore, within a task, execution

respects superscalar dependences such as fetching in-order. There can be instruction cache misses,

which can lead to large latency on an FF edge, otherwise it depends upon the fetch width of the

processor. Buffer stalls are also modeled within a task through CF edges.

10.1.3 Idealizations in the Study

Some of the constraints in a real SP system are not modeled in this study. The study idealizes

commit bandwidth available to the system, therefore there is zero latency on in-order CC edges.

This is done to allow for increases in commit bandwidth, or for other ways in which instructions

might be committed such as bulk commit, etc.

Data-dependences that cross tasks don’t suffer any penaltyother than the execution unit latency.

Similarly, the task spawn edge doesn’t incur any delay. Thisis done to allow for advances in

architectural mechanism that reduce cost to task spawn actions and inter-task dependence

handling. In addition, if there is a cost associated with task-related actions, this creates a trade-off

in task spawning, and therefore an optimal task selection policy is needed to accurately estimate

the upside potential of speculative parallelization. Designing an optimal task selection policy is an

NP-hard problem, because tasks interact with each other, and therefore an exponential number of

task selections have to be tried out to find the optimal one. Therefore, this study removes the costs

associated with spawning a task, and all possible task options are spawned as separate “tasks”. The

resulting potential therefore is quite optimistic, but it is an upper bound for the stated assumptions

about the architecture.

In addition, the study allows for infinite number of tasks. A real system will have only a finite

number of task resources, such as cores. However, modeling that constraint will again require

optimal task selection to make the best use of limited resources, which is again NP-hard. Therefore

this constraint is removed. Finally, this study allows tasks to be spawned in a nested manner,

whereas in most SP research prototypes, tasks are spawned in-order and nesting is not allowed.

10.1.4 Results

Table 10.2 lists the parameters for an individual core used for this study. As identified above, the

objective of this study is to impose the architectural constraints that are likely to exist in a SP

architecture, without overly restricting the system. Therefore, in-order fetch with limited peak

fetch bandwidth is enforced within a core. Cache and branch predictor sizes, as well as execution

latencies are chosen to be representative of contemporary microprocessors. However, a large buffer

space is modeled to allow for advancements such as early reclamation of resources which

effectively increase the available buffer space for speculative instructions.
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Parameter Value

Fetch Width 4 instrs/cycle (per task)

Branch Predictor
8K-entry Combined, 8K entry gshare, 8K entry bimodal, 8K
entry selector, 13 bits of history

Misprediction Penalty 10 cycles
Functional Units 4 identical general purpose units per task
L1 I-Cache 32Kbytes, 4-way set assoc., 128 byte lines, 10 cycle miss
L1 D-Cache 32Kbytes, 4-way set assoc., 64 byte lines, 10 cycle miss

L2 Cache
512Kbytes, 8-way set assoc., 128 byte lines, 200 cycle miss
penalty

Reorder Buffer 64K entries
Scheduler 64K entries

Table 10.2: Parameters Used for the Study

Benchmark Superscalar Speculative SP without
Par. (SP) single BB loop

bzip2 1.45 15.86 13.89
crafty 2.39 24.39 24.39
gap 1.17 4.20 4.00
gcc 1.80 112.01 112.01
gzip 2.25 77.78 9.15
mcf 1.85 160.44 60.34
parser 1.17 6.32 6.29
perlbmk 1.66 2.04 2.04
twolf 1.47 44.26 44.26
vortex 2.78 477.55 477.55
vpr.place 1.90 16.05 16.05
vpr.route 1.78 103.60 103.60

ammp 1.91 24.15 23.54
applu 3.67 2405.17 2140.04
apsi 3.63 1671.59 275.30
art 1.64 584.48 9.88
equake 3.81 566.13 566.13
mgrid 3.77 3755.58 3755.30
swim 3.99 11572.73 4851.54

Table 10.3: IPC numbers for Upside Potential Study. Integerand Floating Point benchmarks are
shown separately.

Figure 10.3 shows the performance potential of speculativeparallelization, as predicted by this

study. The results are depicted for a set of SPEC benchmarks,and these are classified into two

categories: low parallelism benchmarks (figure 10.1) and high-parallelism benchmarks

(figure 10.2). The actual IPC numbers for an individual superscalar core (with the same parameters

as table 10.2) and the speculative parallelization limit are presented in table 10.3. Note that most of

the floating point benchmarks have large amounts of parallelism, while most integer benchmarks
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Figure 10.1: Benchmarks with low amounts of parallelism.
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Figure 10.2: Benchmarks with low amounts of parallelism.

Figure 10.3: Upside potential of speculative parallelization.

offer low upside potential.

Also note that spawn points corresponding to loops that consist of just a single basic block are

important. These are not captured by the basic-block level postdominator analysis. For single
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basic-block loops the spawn points obtained from that analysis all jump out of the loop, and no

postdominator corresponds to loop iteration spawn, so separate spawn points are added (note that

these are also postdominators, just not postdominators of control transfer instructions). Table 10.3

shows that these spawn points are important for several benchmarks, especially for floating point

benchmarks.

One could take this process to the limit, and do a postdominator analysis at the instruction level

and spawn all tasks thus obtained. Each task in this case would comprise a single instruction. This

is what Lam et. al did in their study. However, this strategy is unlikely to succeed in a real SP

system because there are overheads associated with spawning a task, and so tasks comprising

single instructions will likely degrade performance. Further, real systems have limited cores, so

reasonably sized tasks that deliver large improvements in performance will be preferred over tiny

tasks. Therefore this study restricts itself to basic blocksized tasks at minimum.

The exception is made for loop cases, because in several cases (especially in Floating Point case),

these loops can run for a long time, and not parallelizing theloop can create an Almdahl’s

bottleneck. Further, for several Floating Point benchmarks, the single basic block that makes up

the loop body can be quite large (sometimes thousands of instructions) due to limited control flow.

This could be generalized by breaking very large basic blocks into tasks, but at least for these

benchmarks, no cases (outside loops) were found for that scenario.

10.2 Task Granularity and Parallelism

The study described in section 10.1 allowed a task to spawn a postdominator as a new task,

irrespective of how far (in terms of dynamic instructions) the spawned point was from the spawner

point. The SP system modeled allowed for a very large buffer so a large number of speculative

instructions could be buffered until they were ready to be committed. Thus very large speculative

tasks could be supported by individual cores in that study.

However, real SP systems have limited speculative buffers which also constrains the maximum

allowed size of a task. Therefore such systems can’t afford to spawn tasks into arbitrarily distant

regions of the program. Another challenge to supporting large tasks is that the current techniques

to detect data misspeculations and for inter-task data communication don’t scale to large task sizes

and large number of tasks.

Therefore, most SP systems are quite restrictive in the sizeof tasks allowed. This restriction also

impacts the upside potential of speculative parallelization. This study investigates the impact of

allowed task size on the upside potential of speculative parallelization. The setup is the same as

before, with extremely large buffers (64K scheduler and reorder buffer), no inter-task data

synchronization (true dataflow limits), and nested OOO spawning. The maximum allowed task

size is varied and performance is tracked as a function of thetask size.

Task size is determined through offline profiling. Since the size of individual instances of a task

might vary due to effects like control flow, the offline profiling step measures the average size for a
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Figure 10.4: Benchmarks with low parallelism

Figure 10.5: Benchmarks with large parallelism. Note that swim has a potential of
6492 at task size of 64K.

Figure 10.6: Impact of allowed task size on performance potential of speculative parallelization.
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Figure 10.7: Potential of speculative parallelization at task size of 1K instructions, which represents
a potential improvement of about 4x over a single superscalar core.

task as well as the maximum size. The size is defined as the distance (in terms of dynamic

committed instructions) between the spawner and the spawnee instructions.

10.2.1 Results and Analysis

Figure 10.6 shows the performance potential as task size is varied, all the way from 1K instructions

to 64K instructions. Note that these numbers represent the maximum allowed average task size

allowed. In addition, a limit is placed on the maximum size ofany dynamic instance of that task,

which is 4 times the maximum average. Thus, if any dynamic instance of a task was profiled to be

more than 4 times the allowed size limit, the task would be pruned out even though its average

length was within the allowed size.

There are several interesting points to note. First, while the potential of speculative parallelization

is huge, it is a function of the allowed task size. For most benchmarks, constraining tasks to be

small severely limits the performance potential. Several benchmarks have a great amount of

parallelism at large granularities, and limiting the task size to be small prevents that parallelism

from being exploited for performance. For most SP research prototypes, the maximum allowed

task size is around 1K instructions. Figure 10.7 shows the potential of SP at that task granularity,

which is orders of magnitudes lower than the potential without that constraint. Therefore, SP

systems should revisit this constraint to increase the achievable performance. Complexity-efficient

mechanisms to support large speculative tasks and to perform inter-task data-dependence
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management at larger granularity should be researched.

For some of the other applications (crafty, gap, parser, vpr.place, etc), primarily integer

applications, on the other hand, most of the potential is at asmall granularity. Current SP systems,

therefore, are well-suited for these kind of applications.However, these applications have meager

amounts of parallelism and cannot scale to large number of cores. To be truly effective, therefore,

SP systems must find a way of parallelizing applications withlarge amounts of parallelism.

Another interesting aspect of these results is that parallelism doesn’t increase uniformly with

granularity. For several applications, there is a sudden large increase in parallelism once a certain

granularity is allowed. For example, applu, swim, mcf, and vortex all see a large increase in the

performance potential at task sizes of 64K. For swim, this increase is in several orders of

magnitudes. For mgrid, there is a jump at granularity of 4K, after which there is a gradual increase

in parallelism. This burstiness of parallelism has to do with the application structure. The next

section gives an example for this effect.

10.2.2 Task Granularity in Swim

As figure 10.5 shows, the impact of allowed task granularity is pretty dramatic onswim. At sizes

lower than 64K instructions, the benchmark has a very low upside potential (around IPC 17).

However, at a size of 64K, there is a sudden jump in the IPC potential to around 6500, which

represents an increase of around 400X. This section delves deeper into swim to understand the

reason for this behavior.

Swim spends most of its time in doubly nested loops in very similarly structured (and behaving)

functionscalc1, calc2andcalc3. Each of these functions contains a doubly nested loop wherethe

inner loop goes around for 512 iterations for the input selected. The size of each inner loop

iteration is around 120 instructions. Therefore, each outer loop iteration runs for around 62K

instructions. The outer loop also goes around for 512 iterations.

In order to extract parallelism at the outer-loop granularity, therefore, the system needs to be able

to spawn the next outer loop iteration as a separate task, which is around 62K instructions away.

Therefore at task sizes below around 64K, only the inner loopis parallelized and leads to an IPC

potential of around 17.

However, as soon as a task size of 64K instructions is allowed, it enables parallelization at multiple

loop nests (512 outer loop iterations, each with 512 inner loop iterations). This leads to an

explosion in the performance potential, which could keep a much larger number of cores busy.

Note that the IPC potential is not as high as one would expect,because there are other serial

regions which pose an Almdahl’s bottleneck to parallel performance. In addition, inter-task loop

index variable dependences also limit parallel performance. Transformations like strip-mining and

unrolling could help reduce their overhead.

These results illustrate that applications can have parallelism at different granularities depending

upon their structure such as size of loop nests, and depending upon which loop nest can be

parallelized. Based upon the results of figure 10.5, it seemsthat benchmarks frequently have much
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larger amounts of parallelism at outer loop nests compared to the innermost loop. It is important to

be able to extract that parallelism for success of speculative parallelization.

10.3 Cost of Enforcing Inter-Task Data Dependences and Task

Penalties

Parameter Value

Inter-task data dependenceSynchronization policy
5 cycle communication penalty

Spawn Penalty 5 cycles
Reconnection Penalty 5 cycles

Table 10.4: Parameters Used for Task Spawning and Inter-task data dependences.

The studies of sections 10.1 and 10.2 optimistically assumethat there will be no cost to spawning a

task on a separate core. However, real speculative parallelization systems incur a cost whenever a

task is spawned. Large costs come from enforcing data-dependences across tasks and from the

extra penalty associated with spawning and merging tasks. This section tries to estimate the impact

of these costs on the upside potential of speculative parallelization.

The setup used for this study is similar to the one in section 10.2. This study limits itself to tasks of

average sizes of 1K dynamic instructions or less. This is constraint is enforced because that is the

domain in which most current speculative parallelization systems operate. Individual cores are

similar to the ones described in section 10.1, but the scheduler and reorder buffer modeled is of

size 512 entries, which is an aggressive but reasonable point for current and near-future systems.

Figure 10.8 illustrates the impact of these costs on performance compared to a limit study that

idealizes on these costs. The “ooo.orcl” bar shows the performance when there are no costs to

spawning a task. The “ooo.thresh20.penalty” configuration synchronizes data-dependencesas

described in section 5.3.3. Thus, inter-task data-dependences with producers after the spawner

point have to wait for the spawner task’s arrival at reconnection point before their produced value

can become available to the spawned task. In addition, thereis a penalty for task spawning and

reconnection. Table 10.4 summarizes these costs.

Note that a task selection is needed when there are penaltiesinvolved for task spawning and

inter-task data-dependences. This is because these costs can cause some tasks to actually degrade

performance, and such tasks need to be pruned out. For this study, a task selection was made by

placing a minimum threshold of 20 cycles gain per instance ofa task as described in section 8.2.

Therefore, the performance difference between the two barsin figure 10.8 can be attributed to two

factors: 1) the cost from synchronization and task-relatedactions, and 2) untapped performance

due to suboptimal task selection. Even though it cannot be proved, it is quite likely that the former

factor is a major contributor to the difference observed above, because the above selection was

found to be the best among a variety of thresholds on task behavior.
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Figure 10.8: Impact of synchronizing data-dependences andimposing penalty for task spawn and
reconnection.

There are several noteworthy points in these results. For benchmarks “vpr.place” and “vpr.route”,

there is a large performance difference between the cases where inter-task data-dependences are

not synchronized and where they are. This arises because thelimit study optimistically sends over

values as soon as they are produced in the earlier task. However, a real system might not know

when the last write has occurred down the correct path until it is quite late. These benchmarks have

a large number of low-confidence branches, so managing inter-task data-dependences will

introduce large costs, irrespective of the policy used.

Another major effect is the addition of penalty for task spawning and reconnection and for

synchronized inter-task data-dependences. This has the effect of making several tiny tasks

unprofitable because the overhead of spawning and reconnecting tasks swamps out any benefit that

might have been delivered by the task. In addition, tasks that have lot of incoming

data-dependences also suffer costs when these dependencesare synchronized. Sometimes, the

producer might be several dynamic tasks away and multiple synchronization and communication

delays might be incurred. This can cut the IPC performance quite dramatically. On the whole,

data-dependences and task penalties bring down the potential of speculative parallelization by

more than a half.
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10.4 Nested Parallelism and Out-of-Order Task Spawning

The configuration modeled in section 10.1 allows tasks to be spawned in a nested manner, that is,

out-of-order task spawning. Most speculative parallelization systems, on the other hand, model an

in-order spawning system. This means that a task can only spawn one other task (that completes

and retires) over its lifetime. Once a task has spawned off a later task that has not been squashed

due to misspeculations, it can no longer spawn another task.This restriction greatly simplifies the

system. The spawned task can be run on the adjacent core, and spawn and reconnect signals can be

sent over a ring-type network. Determining program order istrivial.

However, in-order spawning prevents the exploitation of nested parallelism. The most

straightforward example is that of a nested loop where parallelism exists both in the inner as well

as outer loop. In-order spawning forces the system to choosebetween spawning either solely

within the outer loop or only in the inner loop. Out-of-orderspawning on the other hand can allow

a task can do multiple spawns, as long as the task spawned later is nested within the earlier task.

This ability frees the system from choosing which nesting level to spawn in, and potentially allow

the ability to exploit parallelism at multiple nests. However, supporting it incurs large amounts of

hardware complexity. Attempts have been made to propose simple solutions [46] but the problem

is inherently harder.

It is easy to see that out-of-order spawning is required to beable to exploit all the available

parallelism. For example, in the swim example of section 10.2.2, an in-order spawning system

could spawn either in the inner loop (leading to an IPC potential of 17), or at the outer loop level

(leading to a potential of 560). However, to exploit all the parallelism in that loop, tasks need to be

spawned at both levels (leading to a multiplicative impact on the potential, which goes up to 6500).

However, as identified by sections 10.2 and 10.3, the restrictions on task granularity and cost of

data-dependences place significant constraints on the exploitable parallelism. In particular, the task

granularity constraint in most speculative parallelization systems limits the maximum size of any

individual task. This also makes it unlikely that there could be a large number of nested tasks

possible. For example, most applications won’t have more than two or three loop nests fit within

1K instructions. Further, even if there are multiple nestedtask spawn opportunities within a range

of 1K instructions, an important question is whether there is exploitable parallelism in multiple

nests given the cost from data-dependences and task penalties. In addition, most speculative

parallelization systems have limited cores, so even if there is parallelism at multiple nesting levels,

there may not be enough resources to exploit all of that parallelism. The objective of this section is

to explore the potential for out-of-order spawning under these constraints.

This study explored (from a performance perspective) the potential benefits of OOO spawning

against an optimized in-order selection. The in-order taskselection policy used was described in

section 8.2. A threshold of 20 was used for minimum per-instance benefit predicted by the model.

Nesting analysis was incorporated for in-order selection.Out-of-order spawning, on the other

hand, doesn’t require a nesting analysis. Therefore, all tasks that exceeded a threshold of 20 (cycles

gain per instance) were selected. The evaluation system synchronized inter-task data-dependences,
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and imposed a 5-cycle penalty for task spawning, reconnection, and inter-task data communication.
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Figure 10.9: In-order spawning (without and with nesting analysis), compared to out-of-order
spawning, on a system that has infinite cores, has latency forinter-thread data communication and
synchronization.

Figure 10.9 shows the performance of OOO spawning on a systemwith infinite task units, when

compared to in-order spawning (with and without nesting analysis). Three application behaviors

are observed. The first set (e.g. ammp, apsi, bzip2, etc.) of applications don’t benefit much from

the ability to spawn out-of-order, indicating that there isnot much nested parallelism in these

benchmarks. By placing a threshold on task performance, a good selection can be isolated.

A second set of applications (applu, crafty, twolf and vpr route, etc.) has nested parallelism and

therefore an upside from OOO spawning. An in-order task selection that just places a threshold

performs significantly worse than its out-of-order spawning counterpart. However, incorporating

nesting analysis in the in-order task selection helps bridge this gap quite successfully, taking the

performance quite close to that of OOO spawning.

A final set of applications (equake, gcc, vpr.place, etc) have large amounts of nested parallelism all

of which cannot be exploited by in-order spawning. For example, equake has a nested loop with

parallelism in both nesting levels. The inner loop takes several data-cache misses causing buffer

stalls. Further, the loop branch is hard to predict, which costs a large branch misprediction penalty
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each time the loop is exited. To exploit parallelism, both inner loop iterations as well as the loop

fall-through need to be spawned. Out-of-order spawning systems can do that. But in-order

spawning systems have to choose between the two nesting levels.

Another point to note is that while there is a large performance potential gained from out-of-order

spawning at infinite cores, there isn’t much gain when the cores are limited. If smartly chosen

in-order tasks can keep the resources busy, then there is no need to bring in the additional

complexity of out-of-order spawning. This is observed evenfor benchmarks like equake, where

there is enough parallelism in the outer nesting level to keep 4 cores busy.

10.5 Impact of Constraining Available Cores
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Figure 10.10: Impact of scaling cores on performance on a system that has latency for inter-task
communication and performs inter-task data synchronization.

Evaluations in section 8.2 showed encouraging performancefor speculative parallelization on a

4-core system. This section investigates the potential formore performance given a larger number

of cores for spawning tasks, and how this performance scales. Figure 10.10 shows the speedup

achieved as the number of cores are scaled from 2 to 32. The limit when infinite cores are available

is also shown.
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Several application behaviors are observed when scaling the number of cores. The largest class is

applications that show limited additional returns when thenumber of resources are scaled, such as

ammp, apsi, gap, parser, perlbmk, and vpr. For these applications, two or four cores is probably the

right operating point. This is because these applications seem to have inherently parallelism at this

granularity. Even with 4 cores the performance on these applications gets quite close to their

upside performance potential identified in section 10.2. There are other applications which scale

quite well even to 32 cores or beyond. This includes swim, mgrid and vortex, which display large

amounts of loop-level or procedure-level parallelism. Finally there are applications that scale

moderately but with largely diminishing returns, and it might be worthwhile to scale up to 8 cores

if performance is the prime objective.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSIONS

The move towards multicore architectures has created a gap between the desire of programmers to

continue programming productively in sequential programming models and the requirement of

parallelizing applications to extract performance from the available cores. Technologies are needed

to help bridge this gap without placing all the responsibility upon programmers.

Implicit Parallelization is one potential solution that builds upon the previously successful tradition

of under-the-covers parallelization followed by superscalar architectures over the last decade or so.

If successful, Implicit Parallelization allows programmers to think and write in sequential models,

but still reap the benefits of additional cores through increased parallel performance.

However, Implicit Parallelization faces several roadblocks to its success, both at the level of

architecture as well as from applications. A major challenge is identifying where profitable

parallelism exists in applications, and partitioning it into tasks that can execute concurrently. Since

sequential execution semantics have to be maintained, application control and data-dependences

must be enforced. In addition, data-dependences can be hardto identify statically especially the

dependences that occur because different memory accesses alias to the same location. Enforcing

these dependences can add substantial cost to implicitly parallelized execution. These costs can

have a large impact on the profitability of tasks, and make performance very sensitive to the quality

of tasks selected for parallelization.

11.1 Thesis Summary

This thesis developed a novel approach of thinking about thechallenges that arise in Implicit

Parallelization. The insight is to approach the problem of finding and exploiting parallelism in

terms of instruction criticality. In that framework, the potential for extracting parallelism in a

region of program can be identified by the prevalence of fetch-criticality of instructions in that

region. This thesis explored the reasons for fetch-criticality and formalized the notion of

“Fetch-Criticality Generating Events” or FCGEs, that are responsible for causing fetch-criticality

in superscalar execution, thereby creating the potential for exploiting parallelism.

The next step was to develop a formal model to represent program execution on an Implicit

Parallelization architecture using a “dependence graph model”. The model is built upon previous

work for modeling superscalar execution. It is able to capture application as well as architectural

dependences. It is also able to represent the costs and delays associated with task-related actions,
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such as cost for managing data-dependences that cross task boundaries. The model can be used to

construct a dependence graph for a particular execution of aprogram, and find the “critical path”

of execution as well as the slack on various dependence edges. It is also a useful tool to help

understand and quantify the performance trade-offs that arise in Implicit Parallelization, such as

deciding whether or not to spawn a potential task.

Next, this thesis developed a quantitative model to predictthe performance benefit of spawning a

potential task on an Implicit Parallelization system. The model is based on an analysis of the

application trace. It was validated to be accurate for several benchmarks. This model was then used

to drive the task selection policy for the Polyflow Implicit Parallelization architecture. Polyflow

belongs to a class of Implicit Parallelization architectures known as “Speculative Parallelization”

architectures because it can speculate upon ambiguous data-dependences. The task selection policy

based on the above model was found to significantly outperform other policies used in previous

work. An important insight in making the task selection was that for in-order spawning systems

(such as Polyflow and most other previous architectures in this domain), it is important to account

for nesting relationships between tasks to select tasks at the most profitable nesting level.

Next, this thesis looked at the broader picture by exploringhow the potential for performance can

be enhanced by relaxing some of the previous constraints imposed: both at application level and at

the architectural level. At the application level, criticality analysis is once again useful in finding

top bottleneck data-dependences that limit parallelism. This thesis finds, encouragingly, that

several of these dependences are not “essential” to the computation. Rather they were “accidental”

due to unfortunate implementation choices made by the programmer. These dependences can be

removed easily without changing application semantics significantly. In other cases, essential

dependences sometimes limit parallelism.

This thesis developed a tool called SPARTAN that can point programmers to important bottlenecks

to parallelism so that they can be refactored on a priority basis. The tool was validated by finding

top bottleneck data-dependences in several applications.This thesis went one step further and

actually removed an accidental dependence in one benchmark. The impact of removing the

dependence was quite close to what was predicted by the model. This tool combines nicely with

the task selection tool to form an iterative flow for ImplicitParallelization.

Finally, the thesis revisited architectural design decisions made by most Implicit Parallelization

systems to understand the disparity between upside potential and achieved performance. There

were some interesting results. The thesis found that decisions like limited task sizes severely limit

the scope of Implicit Parallelization systems. On the otherhand, other choices like not allowing for

nested task spawns doesn’t impact performance much once other constraints are in place while

saving on architectural complexity. Overall, the thesis suggests encouraging directions for moving

forward towards making Implicit Parallelization a more successful approach.
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